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Freshman lead increase

Enrollment up7.3%
Spring enrollment is up 7 .3
percent. David Zuniga registrar said.
The latest unofficial tally for
the Edinburg campus is 8,001
students as compared to
7,450 students al this time last
year.
Zuniga cited the economic
situation as reversing the
enrolling trend and growth in
concurrent enrollment which
enables high school students
with high ACT scores to enroll
in college courses. In addition
the counseling center has had
an influx of students which
aids in student retention.

The breakdown is as follows: beginning freshman,
491 up from last springs figure
of 382; freshman, 2,518 up
from 2,343: sophomores,
1,591 up from 1.490; juniors,
1,080 down from 1,103; and
seniors 1,234 up from 1,218.
Special student enrollment
1s also up 68 students to 449.
Other areas showing an increase were special graduates
at 147 and special freshman at

104.
There was a decline of four
students at the graduate level
compared lo last year's total of
391.

Office/classroom building

Approval expected
from Austin board
A smile as big as Texas--Govemor Mark White and his wife laugh at a remark made by the crowd.
White was Inaugurated Tuesday In Austin after defeating BIii Clements. PAU Photographer Deida
Lopez traveled to Austin to take exclusive photos of the Inauguration.

Ed professor killed in car collision
Contributions to the Nancy
Smither Memorial Scholarship
Fund have reached $245, according to Dr. T. Edward
Mercer, vice-president of institutional advancement.
PAU professor Nancy
Smither was killed late
Christmas day · in a twovehicle accident which occurred at the intersection of FM
1422 and FM 1015 north of
Edcouch.
Smither was returning to
Edinburg after having
Christmas dinner with her
mother, Mrs. E H . Troglinger
in Lyford.
Services were at the First
Chirstian
Church
in
Raymondville. Burial was at the

Restlawn Memorial Park in La
Feria.
Smither, 64, had resided in

Nancy Smither

Edinburg for 10 years. An
assistant professor of school
services, she had taught for 12
years at PAU.
According to the Department of Public Safety the
Smither vehicle was westbound when ii collided with a
northbound pickup driven by
Castulo Rios of Raymondville.
Mrs. Smither was pronounced dead at the scene by
Justice of the Peace Gilbert
Garza.
She received her master of
arts degree from the University of Tulsa. Smither was a
pioneer in bilingual education
in Texas. She was a member
of The American Association
of Colleges of Teacher Education, American Asociation of

Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese, Association for
Supervision and Curriculum
Development, National
Association of Bilingual
Educillors, National Council
of Teacher and English and
the Texas State Teachers
Association.
Smither was also founder
and faculty sponsor of the
PAU chapter of BESO, (Bilingual Education Student
Organization).
Survivors are her mother,
two sons, Kent Smither of
Austin and Scott Smither of
Edinburg; one brother, E. H.
Troglinger Jr., and one niece,
Diane Lassig, both of Lyford,
one nephew, Jim Trolinger of
Harlingen and one grandson.

Chances for the Coordinating Board approving the proposed office classroom building on Jan. 27 are good, Dr.
Roy Flores, vice president of
business affairs, said Tuesday.
Bids will go out on April 5
with construction to begin on
May 16 with a completion
date of August of '84. The
building will have 93,500
square feet and be three
stories tall. The sewer line for
the building is currently being
laid.
Before the metal buildings
are demolished. one row will
be moved to provide temporary services wh1>n the
renovation of the Students
Services building starts.
The Health, Physical Education Complex and the
business annex will also go up
for review by the Coordinating
board. Flores foresees approval by the board; the
original plan he said would
have had little chance of
passage.
The PE complex was cut
from $10.96 million to $5.48
million. Cut was a pool and a

separate gymnastics area. The
gym will serve gymnastics, instructional and intramural purposes. The building design will
allow the facilities that were
cut to be added at a later date,
Flores said.
The Texas legislature is
meeting in Austin and a college construction bill is expected to be filed. Dr. Miguel
Nevarez, university president
will make three separate appearances to the legislative
leaders on construction needs
for the campus.
The complex will only be
used for classroom instruction
and not intercollegiate athletics.
Construction projects for
the next one-to-two years include the remodeling of the
Student Services Building, the
School of Business annex and
the Biology annex.
The bus barn which currently houses the gymnastics and
weightlifting facilities will be
torn down fore the HPE complex.
Plans also call for a track to
be installed at a later date.

Business prof;Devaluation to improve Mexican economy
By Eliseo Rodriguez
The Mexican peso devaluations in 1982 sought to solve
some of the imbalances In the
Mexican economy Dr. Gilbert
Cardenas, associate professor
of business and an authority
on border economics, said
Tuesday.
Cardenas presented an article on the peso devluations
before the North American
Economic and Finance As•
soclation in December In New
York.
"The devaluations should
help Mexico toward recovery
In making Mexican goods
cheaper to the U.S. and other
countries," Cardenas said.
Bec3use of the devaluation,
exports and tourism are ex-

pected to increase and bring in
b<>dly needed dollars, he said.
"In the past, the devaluations have not worked effectively because the effect of the
devaluation in Mexico has
been cancelled with the continued increases in the rate of
inflation," Cardenas said.
"The respective rates of exchange associated with the
February and August devaluations were unrealistic relative
to the inflation rate in the
U.S."
The devaluation has made
it very difficult for Mexicanbusiness to pay off the debts
they have accrued In the
U.S., he explained.
As far as the Mexican shopper coming to the U.S. to

make purchases, here, the
number has dropped to almost nil. The devaluation will
make it easier for the
American to spend in Mexico
as seen by the advertised
bargains in local newspapers.
The southwestern border
region has major metropolitan
areas including the McAllenPharr-Edinburg and Brownsville-Harlingen-San Benito
area.
The labor market In these
areas in low compare to other
parts of the nation ,
The Mexican economy has
helped the are economy become one the fastest growing
in the U.S.
Unemployment rates in the
Valley are higher and some-

times even the highest in comparison with the nation.
"The average annual unemployment rate for 1980
was 13.6 percent iP the McAllen-Pharr-Edinburg area, as
compared to 10.1 percent for
the Brownsvflle-HarlingenSan Benito SMSA," Cardenas
said. "Per capita personal income in 1979 for the McAllen-Pharr-Edinburg area was

$5,024."
Because of the devaluation,
the rapid growth the area had
been experiencing has almost
come to a halt. The future
outlook for the border regions
is poor.
Also hurt were the areas of
employment, income and retail sales. Wholesale and retail

trade and real estate have
been affected.
"Retail sales in border
business have dropped by 90
to 95 percent between August
and September 1982," Cardenas said.
"Bankruptcies among
business, particulary small
businessmen in the border
cities are expected to increase

to as high as 40 percent."
Mexico's economy will depend on the implementation
of the new economic program
"Mexico in 1983 will be a
critical year for the country to
bounce back from its worst
financial and economic crisis,"
Cardenas said.

Alumni directors named
Four persons have been appointed to fill one-year terms
of office with the alumni association, said Jon Schill,
president of the Alumni Association.
They are Richard G.
Nichols of Harlingen, 1966
graduate of Pan American

and an assistant professor in
the School of Business Administration; Jack Wolfe of
Edinburg, 1975 Pan American graduate and assistant
U.S. attorney in Brownsville;
Joe A. Rodriguez and
Gracie Garcia of Houston,
formerly of Elsa.
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Insomniacs
TV guide
By Randy Klutts
Experts claim that television has a powerful hold on our
society. They claim that it Influences the way we think,
the kind of views we entertain and even how we behave
in general.
I can't vouch for the validity of that. However. I do
know what effect TV has on me It Is soporific. It puts me
to sleep. Somehow the bland, empty-headed world of
TV sends me off th dreamland quicker thon warm milk,
Sleep-Eze or sheer exhaustion. So even if TV isn't exactly
entertaining or enlightening, it almost always guarantees
me a good nights' sleep.
Moreover, it .is o pet theory of mine that Insomniacs are
Insomniacs simply because they don't watch enough TV.
For those who have this problem, I have complied a
brief list of TV shows that are sure-fire sleep aids--shows
guaranteed to lull, stupify and mesmerize the human
brain to sleep.
At the top of the list is "Little House on the Prairie."
This show contains all the necessary ingredients--dull
plots, cardboard characters and embarrassing displays of
emotion--to ensure al least one full hour of safe and
restfu I sleep.
Habitual viewers of "Little House" often find that they
have developed a conditioned response. Just hearing the
theme music is sufficent lo induce lnstand slumber.
"Little House" incldently, is Ronald Reagan's favorite
TV show And you can bet too that he is the only person
in American who Is wide awake when it's on.
Next in sleep effectiveness is "The Facts of Life." Don't
let the title fool you This is just a dumb show about a girls'
school. It has nothing to do with the birds and the bees. It
also contains no real facts and resembles no one's real
life.
"Facts" was obviously created for those with IQ's in the
double digits. Draw your own conclusions If you are still
wide awake after the second commercial
"Knight Rider," an action-adventure series debuting
this season, Is at least as effective as one of Marlin Perkins'
"Wild Kingdom" tranquilizer darts.
It's about this handsome guy who drives around in a
talking computerized car righting wrongs and rescuing
damsels in distress Big deal! The guy acts dumb and the
computer sounds gay.
If your brain is In its natural, unaltered state, you should
be dead to the world soon after the opening credits.
"Trapper John M.D." is a real winner building entire
episodes around the trendy diseases, ailments and infirmities that the media just loves to bombard us with. And
what is duller than all the diseases, ailments and Infirmities
that we all must live with? You guessed ii. A show about
all of the above
For those of you who are able to stay awake during
"Trapper" (hypochondriacs most likely). please take
note· Nausea often accompanies frequent use.
The premise of "Love Boat" is interesting, but nothing
really happens. Here we have this big, wonderful boat
where the sexes can freely intermingle, fall in love and
God-knows-what-else (Emphasis on the God-knowswhat-else)
Instead. "Love Boat" is a series rife with love triangles,
romantic squares, v1c1ous circles and half-wit polygons of
all sizes and circumferences. Until this series either shapes
up or ships out, you can do alot of dreaming.
"Love Boat'' also seems to be the actor's equivalent of
the legendary elephant's graveyard It is where all bad,
washed-up or otherwise impaired actors go to die.
One if you all-time favorites, "Fantasy Island" Is sup
posed to be never-neverland place where dreams come
true Well. they might, but only if you dream of a visit
from, Mr Sandman
"Fantasy Island" is a make-believe place run by two
misfits in ice cream suits--a Latin Cordoba salesman with
an Irish name, Rourke, and a grubby little draft named
Tattoo, who was obviously the inspiration for the song
"Shoo People."
Typical fantasies include being king for a day, being
reunited with a long-lost relative and (yawn) meeting the
girl or guy of one's dreams.
Do yourself a favor Make up your own fantasies . Your
own raw. uncut. uncensored and unexporgated fantasies
will be much more intersting.
The above list is, of course, incomplete. It's just a starter
set. However, by simply spending a few nights in front of
your television set with a TV guide in one hand and the
remote control in the other, you will soon find dozens--if
not hundreds•-more.
And if future TV seasons are as bad as this one. you
may never again have another sleepless night Who says
there is no such thing as progress?

•.. \TW(HES
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Jan. 20 • Jan. 28
8 a.m. · 4 p.m. "Environmental Painting•" by Roger
Bechler. Exhibit at Fine Arts Gallery (FB 215).

Jan. 21 • Friday
It's Arbor Day! Plant a tree .. for the future
6:30 p m. International Game Night at Baptist Student Union Center with games and refreshments. All
students are welcome but a special invitation Is extended
to international students.
8 pm. Big Texa1 Welcome Back Party by Cathloic
Campus Ministries, at CCM Center. Wear something big
like a big hat or big sunglasses You know what they say ..
everything's bigger In Texas'
Jan. 25 • Tuesday
Applications due for weekend retreat with Catholic
Campus Ministries at Olmito. For info contact Sister Brenda Gonzalez at CCM Center.
10:30 a m. - 11 ·30 a .m. Ma11 celebrated by Catholic
Campus Ministries at Chapel of the Lord's Prayer.
10:40 am,· 11:15 a.m. Bible Study by Baptist Student
Union at University Center 307.
7 p m CeJebratlon rap ae11lon at Baptist Student
Union Center

Guest Column

Academic challenge
awaits students
Holidays have come and gone. Pan Am students are
once again ready for the 1983 spring academic challenge.
It is exciting to see a swarm of enthusiastic students who
have left their homes early going for registration and
counseling on Jan 3. 1983. Every student preoccupied
with registration has wished to pick up desired classes for
the semester.
Fascinating as II was students queue up untiringly at the
gym to get the hectic day out of their way. Students who
have been away from one another for a month's vacation
share their holiday experiences in long-stretched lines
while registration goes on. Everything looks eerie to new
students, especially foreign students who are yet to get
familiar with the strangeness of the environment and
make new friends Although new students look lost, you
can see their elation to face the challenge.
Suffice it to say that both professors and students come
back mentally and physically refreshed to start the
semester as they seem to have thrown Christmas and
New Year days into oblivion
Students who earned poor grades the semester before
certainly have regrouped to crack the hard nut
Those who earned excellent grades, of course, have
come back with redoubled effort for more excellence.
One sophomore says, "I will sacnfice everything to get as
many A's as I can?"
I bet he can do II If he does not drift from his vow.
Students stormed the bookstore thesame day. indicative of preparedness and readiness for hard work. If
the zeal expressed while registering for classes on Jan. 13.
lasts, the semester book work will be an easy work for all.

Chrt1tJan Oparah
Nigerian Student

7:30 p.m. - 9 pm Beginning sign language clau
first meeting. Offered free (except for price of textbook)
by Catholic Campus Ministries of CCM Center. The class
will meet every Tuesday at this time until late March.
While not required, It is suggested that persons attend the
classes from the beginning.

Jan. 26 • Wednesday
11 a.m .. 1 p m 75¢ lunch at Baptist Student Union
Center
8 p m Catholic Campus Ministries meeting, prayer
session. study night and sleepover at CCM Center.
8 p. m. Play, The Miracle Worker by drama department and Curtain Call Players al Fine Arts Auditorium.

Contribution Information: If you have information on
activities of interest to our general readership, send ii
typewritten to Anna Martinez at the office of the
newspaper in Emili Hall Room 100 Because of space
restrictions, we will not include organizations' business
meetings of which members will (or should) be aware. As
with all contributions to the paper, the deadline is Friday
noon before the publication ciay

Editorial policy
Student newspapers on college campuses serve the students, faculty and staff of the
respective school Readers of
"The Pan American" should
voice their comments on the
quality of the paper. By using
feedback, the paper can
bolster the weak areas
Letters to the editor should

be kept at a 200 word maximum The newspaper reserves the right to edit for libel
and length

The deadline for submitting
copy is Friday noon prior to
publication.
Organizations sending in
pictures should submit action
shots rather than just group
shots. Action shots have more
news value than group pietures, so they will be given
preference
Announcements of raffles
or their results cannot be
printed
because
the
newspaper would lose its
second-class mailing privilege.
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Jointproduction 'Miracle Worker' opens next week
"The Miracle Worker" the
story by William Gibson of
Annie Sullivan's miraculous
work with Helen Keller will
open Wednesday night at 8
p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium. A joint production of
The University Theatre an
Curtain Call P!ayers, the play

will run nightly through Sarurday with matinees on Thursday at 10:30 a.m. and Friday
at 2 p.m.
Since its premiere In New
York In 1959, "The Miracle
Worker" has been a major acting vehicle for the actresses
playing the roles of Annie Sul-

livan and Helen Keller. In this
production the two actresses
who will attempt the difficult
roles are Lyn Cramer Ashley
as Annie and Delia Copold as
Helen.
Director Marian F. Monta
has cast Carl McGovern and
Tina Atkins as Helen's long
suffering parents. Mattie
Gilchrist as Martha with Sean
llliff as Percy.

deaf, mute, and blind, from
that of a wild animal-like child
to a loving and communicative person. The transformation she makes 1s due to
the great care and love of her
teacher, Annie Sullivan, the
miracle worker of the title.
The play is based upon the
actual life story of Helen Keller
who became one of the
world's leadinq figures.

Audie Richard Siegel will
play the doctor while Kerri K.
Logsdon will portray Aunt Ev
and Greg Eldridge will play
James.
Rick DeJulio Is cast as
Anagnors and Marcia Morehead as Viney.
The story takes place on the
Keller homestead in the late
1880's and traces the development of Helen Ke! ler,

Though deaf and blind she
completed college, wrote
books, spoke to large audiences all over the world and
lnsprled millions.
Reservations made be
made by calling 381-3581
during regular office hours.
Tickets may also be purchased
at the box office on the date of
performance.

Arbor Day spirit motivates local project
612 N. MAIN • MCALLEN, TEXAS

Tomorrow is Arbor Day in
Texas -· not exactly the most
widely known fact in the Valley, but at least one local
group has a similar interest to
the one which motivated the
observation of the first Arbor
Day 110 years ago.

<across the street from the llbrarv>
TELEPHONE: 686-2156

SAVE TIME!

have a professional do it!
Reports
compositions
Theses, Etc.

TYPING

Resumes
Term Papers

,. M.(Ml[A 0,_

Reasonable Prices!

THE NATIOIW.
ASSOCIATION Of
SECRflAAIAl SERVICES

~

The Native Plant Project is
"an organization put together
about a year ago to promote
and protect the native plant

species in the Valley," said
Bob Schumacher, vice presi·
dent of the group.
While the Valley was once a
wilderness overgrown by
numerous plant species, 95
percent of the land here has
been cleared for agriculture
and other human needs, according to the project's
literature.
'·We're seeing the disappearing of part of our heritage," said Schumacher, who
is also the assistant refuge
manager in charge of the Rio

Grande Valley National
Wildlife Refuge.
Schumacher explained that
in landscaping, also, the
native plants that once grew in
an area are being replaced by
non-native plants.
But nurseries will sell what
the consumers demand,
Schumacher said.
"One goal is to create a
market for our native plants
and market the desirability of
using native plants,"
Schumacher said. He explained that the native plants are

VALLEY

COMPUTER

,,

MBl99at Lltr/e Game Room In Town"
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All-Time High Score Winners "35"
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SUN.-THURS. 12 P.M. - 12 A.M.

Even at twice the price, you
won't find the power of a Commodore 64 in any personal computer: The Commodore 64 has a
built-in memory of 64K.
But there's more.

At ten times the price, you
OCWIWZ a •• • won't find a personal computer
with a musical synthesizer as
good as professional ones.
Then add the graphics: threedimensional object• that can

Twtn Palm Plaza
1101 N. cage Blvd. Suite A-1

move over, under, and behind
one another. And add the 16 col
ors and high resolution. And add
the 66-key keyboard.
Add all those things and you'll
realize the technological break•
through that the Commodore 64
represnts.
Then check out the cost and
you'll realize maybe even a
greater breakthrough: the price
breakthrough.

Expwy. 83 at US 181

PHARR, TEXAS 785n
(512) 781-8560
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ORTHODONTIC

naturally suited for the area's
environmental conditions,
such as soil type and climate.
But once the demand is
created, a supply must be provided.
And that's what the biological honor society on campus. Tri-Beta, did in October.
The group planted seeds close
to the Rio Grande on a tract of
land belonging to the national
wildlife refuge system.
In exchange for the use of
the land, the Native Plant Project will leave 10 percent of
the planted specimens on the
land to revegetate it.
Ella de los Santos, Tri-Beta
president, said, "It's a very
good project and I'm glad that
we as a group were able to
help because so many of the
native species are disa!)pearlng."
The Native Plant Project is
supported by memberships
and contributions. For more
Information, people can contact the project by writing to
Box 8121 in Weslaco.

/t. ,$1,,,
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This coupon good for 2 FREE
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Job center combats
high unemloyment
Unemployment in Hidalgo County has hit 19. 6 percent
according to the Texas Employment Commission in
McAllen.
Pan American students should check the Student
Employment Services in University Center 111 about
these and other job listings.
Assistance in developing interviewing techniques and
other employable skills is also available.
Part•Time Jobs
Sales Representative / San Benito I Salary-open.
Teacher Aide / Weslaco / Salary $2.50 an hour
Clerk General / Harlingen / Salary $3.35 an hour.
Waiter / Waitress / Brownsville/ $3.35 an hour.
Security Guard / Edinburg / $3.90 an hour.
Sacker / McAllen / Salary $3.45 an hour.
Salesperson Ladies Wear / McAllen / Salary $3.35 an
hour.
Bookeeper / McAllen / Salary $3.35 an hour.
Child Monitor / Edinburg / Salary $2 an hour.
Day Worker / Edinburg / Salary $3.35 an hour.

Like totally tubular--S ewer pipes lay sile nt awaiting installation for the proposed office / clasroom
building which will be b uilt on the site of the p ortable b uildings. (Phot o by Deid a Lo pez)

Security guidelines for activities announced
New guidelines for use of
security for activities on campus have been set according
to Elvie Watson, assistant
dean of students.
Watson said that these
guidelines have been set to remain consistent in order to
treat all the organizations fairly
and to protect university property.
"It will lessen the risks involved when alcoholic beverages are consumed." Watson said. "It is something that
will govern the use of
security."
The guidelines areas follows: for student organizations.
• Activities and functions
where no alcoholic beverages
are served: No security required.
• Closed activities and functions (no non-members as
guests) where alcoholic beverages are served no security
required but an advisor or
responsible staff member must

be present from start to ter-

mination of function.
• Activities and functions
with off-campus guests and/
or non-members present, with
alcoholic beverages served : At
least one advisor or responsible staff member present
throughout the activity; two
security officers may be required as recommended by
the assistnt dean of students.
Guidelines set forth for use
of university facilities by off
campus groups are as follows:
• Activities and functions
with off campus guests and
where no alcoholic beverages
are served (with the exception
of socials, dances and parties.
No security required.
• Activities and functions
where alcoholic beverages are
served and socials, dances
and parties with or without
alcoholic beverages are served
two security officers may be
required as recommended by
the a assistant dean of
students.
When security is necessary

)

l

•

Ice Cream, Coffee, Sandwiches,
Hot Chocolate

BANANA SPLIT SPECIAL
30¢ OFF W / COUPON

EXPIRES JANUARY 26, 1983

-----------------------381-5322

Next

10

Economy Drive Inn
Edinburg

787-8016 Twin Plam Pina
Phan

which is an average of $10 per
office per hour she said.

the organization will have to
pay the costs for security

,

~
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,
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Full-Time Jobs
Latent Print Examiner / McAllen / Salary open.
Salesperson Jewelry / Weslaco / Salary $3.35 an hour.
Cosmetologist I Brownsville / Salar open.
Physical Therapist Aide / McAllen / Salary $3.35 an
hour.
Meat Market Manager / McAllen / Salary $6 an hour.
Attorney/ McAllen / Salary open.
Cost-Accountant I Edinburg/ Salary $12,000 a year.
Product designer/ Elsa/ Salary $16,000 a year.
Land Surveyor I Mercedes/ Salary open.
Registered Nurse / Edinburg / Salary $17 .000 a year.

\
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Boot has little kick

Security's Immobilizer undergoes tests fore.ffectiveness
"But then I checked ii out
and found I could nudge it
out," he said. "It came out like
melted butter."
Guzman said that at the
-time in which his car was immobilized , he owed $180 in
citations.
"I didn't have a parking
slicker and I would get tickets
for just about everything," he
said. "Sometimes I'd even get
two tickets in one day."
Guzman said that he left the
Immobilizer on the side of the
road where Traffic and Security could find it. However, he
was soon being fined $390.
when 11 was reported missing.
The boot was returned a few
weeks later after Guzman appealed for its return In a letter
in The Pan American.

By Nora Lopez
Managing Editor

Experiments to see how or
why two students were able to
take the vehicle immobilizer
off their cars without assistance from Traffic and Security are currently underway, according to Greg N. Salazar,
chief security officer.
The "boot," which was used 13 times during the fall
semester, is made to fit over
the wheel. making the car impossible to move. However,
according to Roberto Guzman, the boot is useless and
can be easily removed.
Guzman, who was one of
the two students to remove
the boot, said he was mad
when he first saw the boot.

PLANNING TO TRAVEL?

Guzman said that in order
to avoid any more trouble he
bought a parking slicker this
semester.
"I decided $8 was better
than $390," he said.
Salazar said they do not
know why the boot came off
so easily on those two occasions. He added that on one
occasion, the boot was checked twice by the officer who
placed it and a third time by
another officer a few hours
later.
"It may be a defect," he said
"If we can't find a solution we
will send them back and get
our money back."
One possible solution mentioned by Salazar, is to weld
bolts to the "jaws" of the immobilizer that grab the wheel.
It is hoped this will prevent the
person from nudging the immobilizer.

In spite of the two incidents,
Salazar feels the immobilizers
have been effective in bringing
in traffic violators.
"The boot works better than
having the car towed away."
Salazar said. ''It brings the
violators in and allows us to
reach an agreement."
Usage of the boot began last
October and initiated a campaign by Traffic and Security
to more strictly enforce parking regulations. The enforce-

ment was made more strict
becau!.e of the number of
violations which were being
committed During the month
of October, 3,102 citations
were given.
According to Salazar, the
boot is used mainly In habitual
violators.
Traffic and Security cannot bill the person unless they
have a name and Social Security number. They have at
times placed the boot on

Tutoring available for some math courses
Math tutoring for this semester is set for the following
courses. They are as follows·
Math 1300, 1335, 1340,
2316 and 2317.
These will be the only math
courses tutored.
Math 1300 tutoring is in

Math Building 104. All other
courses will be tutored in the
Learning Resource Center
Room 103 in the Media usage
area.
The tutoring hours are:
Monday through Thursday.
8 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to

Let Odyssey Travels the official Pan
t t ~Q~~__________,._______,..__.,...,.._,._,._~
American University Travel Agency han- _
Spot Burger
"Come
Try Our Delicious Food"
die your Travel Plans.
•

Complete one-st op Travel Service

•

Completely computerized for fast. efficient
accurate service

•
•

Shrimp • French Fries •

-ssey
TRAVEL SERVICES

2101 North 10th

McAllen, Tx 78501

•

Classified
DULL WORK • HIGH PAYI
Olstrlkteour -.hffllllng matmal• lo
and around local campuHII ◄ • IS houn
per week. Alllolulely no ~11101. Choooe

your°'"" bour•, m att be able lo"""'
without ••porvialon. Your eamlnp att
baaed apoa
ol malcrlal1 you
dls01bute: ,..,.,. eamlnftol our310
caa,p,a• rept II $6.58 an bour. Furlller
detail• provided In oor lntrodutlory

111•.....,..1

hduel.

A.rnaPassott
SOO 3nl Aw. W.J!attl1iWA 98119
(206) a-,-1111
Need a job during Sprtng break? Wotk lot national compani.e.s during promodoru. nt South

Padre Island March 5--27 or available 11me In

Ads

berween. Looking lot besr looking men &
women 10 work hard and have fun mus1 be
18 yr~ or over . Conlact HtnOJosa Models
682-7477

Night tutoring will be
available on a need basis and
hours will be determined at a
later date.

Welcome Back To Campus

>C)

<=>
<=>

Onion Rings

<::>
<::>
<::>
<::>
<::>

for your convenience

Tickets d.eiivered to the Un iversity

687-7204

4 p.m. Tutoring on Friday is
the same except closing is 3
p.m.

Chicken Plates • Fish P l a t e s ~

$100.000 Travel insurance provided with each
ticket at no charge to you

CALL

vehicles with no parking permits to enable them to identify
the violator.
Students are reminded that
if they remove the immobilizer. they will be responsible
for ii. The two immobilizers
were purchased for $718. If a
car is immobilized, a sticker
saying so is placed on the
driver's side window. The
violator must then pay the
ticket plus $10 to have the
"boot" removed.

I

call orders to go 383-9093
319 East Cano, Edinburg

<=>

···~··········•H••······••H•
With the purchase of hamburger &
fries you wlll receive a free
burrito with couPOn.

OFFER EXPIRES JANUARY 26, 1983

• Gift

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

Wrapping
• Engraving

~QOQ~

ALMA'S

'His
-nHers'

,..,..,.,,,.,,.,.,,..,..,.,..,...,..,.,....,..,...,..,....,..,,.......,..,.1
~~DI IT
DAIi
~

I •
~

I

~

••

&& . . .

~

~

~Alnn~t
I
~
"''•~'-''-'J.,.
I
».-,,..,.~,~~.,,....,..,.,.,.,....,.J
'"The last Of The Old Time Saloons"

Classified rate is 25 cents a line
with a minimum of $1. 25 for eacli
insertion, payable in advance
Bring Ad copy to The Pan American, Emilia Hali. Room 100.
Deadline is Friday noon prior tc
publication on Thursday To estimate cost. count 30 letters and
spaces to a line. For Display Advertising call The Pan American at
381-2541

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035

(Just a step Off Campus • N. W. Corner of Unluerslty Drive & Sugar Rd.)
POOL· HAPPY HOUR · LIVE BAND - NO COVER· T.V & Video Games
HOURS OF OPERATION: MON-TUES - 4 p .m. - 12 p .m .
WED - FRI · 4 p.m. 2 a.m.
HAPPY HOUR 4-7 p.m SATURDAY - 12 noon - 2 p.m.
SUNDAY - 12:15 p .m. - 8 p.m.

STOP IN FOR A FROSTY MUG OF Beer
50¢ during Happy Hour or your favorite

FREE

Weslern Dancing Wed - Sat. 9·30 p.m - 2:00 p.m.
Dance To The Music Of The ·'Borderline Band"
Thurs. Night is "Ladies Nighf' from 7 pm to 9.30 p.m

Pregnancy Test

Fashion Show Jan. 20th by University Fashions • Their New Spring Line
Door Prizes,
And Between Shows There Will Be Enertainment
By Glorias
"Energetics"
And Hair One Beauty Saloon

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

lllO N CLOSNtll
N HWYUI
EDINIUIIC

TEXAS
78SJ9

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

rro.n:u~,1'n' "· A.C.(51JI 313...U

ALL BEER & BAR DRINKS FREE
FOR PAU lale class students and? We have from 9-12 on Mon & Tues.
50¢ draft beer and $3 00 Pitchers - Bring your PAU I D. to the Bar

TGIF · on Fridays
For yo:ir convenience Wed. · Sat. we have a bouncer I parking Loi Security. Ali parking is
paved and is well lighted
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Bronc Sports Calendar
Men's Basketbll:

Jan. 24 29 -

PAU vs. St. Mary's University
PAU vs. Texas Luthern University
Games start at 7:35 p.m.

Tennis:

Jan. 22 -

Thursday, January 20, 1983

The Pan American

Edinburg, Texas

Tennis clinic on South Padre
Island at the Saida Towers
Condominium Courts.
Time: 10 a.m. to I p.m.
Cost: $1 per person.

UNO storms Broncs
The Broncs play the Air
Force tonight in Colorado and
will be playing here against St.
Mary's University on Jan. 24.
KURV 710 AM will broadcast
tonight's game at 8:20 p.m.

dropping it 58-59.
The first half started out
slow, but acclerated when Bill
Moser stole the ball for a slam
dunk. High scorers were Larry
Skinner, 12, and Terry Jones,
14. Tom Fiepke was hot Monday night with outside short
and scored 11 points.
The second half was played
at a faster pace, but the
Broncs just couldn't get the
ballin the hoop. UNO scored
35 points the second half,
while the Broncs only scored
28 to add to their 30 points
from the first half.
The Broncs are 3-10 for the
season.

Is he going to score?--The team and Coach Kruger
lean forward with anticipation as they watch the
team go In to score. (Photo by Delcla Lopez)

HAllt-1
15%

OFF
SPECIAL

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Thro.Jan. 31, 1983

STUDENTS & FACULTY

JANUARY SPECIAL
Big TACO Plate
3 Crispy, Corn Tacos,
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans

With 1.D.

15% Perms
0 FF , Hair Styles

$1.98
For faster service
call in order

383-0725
Across from Pan Am.
1603 W. University
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539
(512) 383-4421

HRS. Tues.-Fri. 9-5
Saturday 9-3

Eat at El Pato

VALLEY V.'IDE
2 locations/McAllen, Mission
H11rhngen

····~···············

..,t TE~A&

The Palms Apartments
All Electric
Kitchen

it

,.

DOORS OPEN 12: 15
SHOWS START AT 12:30 EVERYDAY,

:

(ADULT ENTERTAINMENT)

•

AT ITS BEST

Swimming Pool
Walk In Closet

Clubhouse with
Wet Bar

PRICES STARTING FROM $255
A carefree adult lifestyle awaits you at THE PALMS Edinburg's most distinctive apartment
community. One and two bedroom styles offer well planned, beautiful interiors with an attractive choice of features. Color coordinated carpet and decorator wallpaper are among the amentities you will find in your home at the Palms.
NORTH
THE PALMS
SCHUNIOR

c.
<

"'

Professionally Managed by_ Builders Interests Property Company

"'<

"'::,

,J)

WEST
UNIVERSITY DRIVE

SOUTH

•

•..

....
......
..

PAU
CAMPUS

•

•

-

NOW PLAYING!
"ERROTIC ADVENTURES
OF CASANOVA"

~
"THE BLONDE"

•..
..
•..
....
....
® :
..

..
•..
..

~I 00 OFF SINGLE TICKET W tCOUPON OR PAU ID

•
•
,.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, DOORS
OPEN AT 10: 15 SHOWS AT 10:30
"FAT & SUITE"

_NO ONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTED-

·---------------·
*
• ***

EAST

0

1607 West Schunior Street
Edinburg, Texas 78539

•

m-1322

PHARR. TX.

Extra Storage

Pantry

The Palms Apartments
(512) 383-0275

I IS E. PARK

*

Cable Television

Office Hours - Monday through Saturday 9 - 6
Sunday
1•6

•

THEATRE

Patio or Balcony

Pass Thru Bar

Laundry Center

& Brownsville

..
..
•

LATE SHOWS

•

*** •

it

..,.•
..

~
"EUROPEAN LOVERS"

,.

- NO ONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTED-

/0\

it
it

..

$I 00 OFF SINGLE TICKET W. COUPON OR PAU ID

\,el

it

••••••••••••••••••••
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. Holiday wrap up

Broncs lose large percentage
By Brad Nibert
Good crowd enthusiasm
has been a great help for the
Broncs, according to Coach
Lon Kruger. As the team
fought to come from behind
by 12 points and defeat West
Texas State, the crowd came
alive, cheering the Broncs on
to a 81-78, win.
The win was the Broncs' first
Division I game of 1983.
Stopping the fast-paced style
of the WTSU Runnin' Buffaloes was a crucial victory,
bringing the season record to
2-6. PAU lost to two strong
talents in December, Oral
Roberts University and nation a II y ranked North
Carolina, at the Oil Capital
Classic Tournament in Tulsa,
Oklahoma . The Runnin' Buffs

came into Edinburg with a 3-5
record.
The next week, however,
as the crowd roared during a
second half "come from
behind" attempt, the Broncs
game came to a startling halt.
Their opponents, the North
Texas State Mean Green,
gained the lead three minutes
into the game and never let
go, winning 82-72.
After the WTSU game,
Kruger praised his team saying it was a "team effort all the
way." In particular, Terry
Jones, Raymond Burkett,
Tony McDaniel and Larry
Skinner each had a good
night.
Skinner netted 22 points to
lead in scoring. Burkett scored
five of the first seven field
goals and was second in scor-

ing with 16. Jones led the
game in rebounds bringing in
15 for the Broncs.
A second half rally against
North Texas State University
on Jan. 10 was reminiscent of
the successful one a week
earlier, except it failed. Skinner brought the Broncs to
within two points scoring with
a fast layup at 10:20.
In the first half PAU trailed
by 14, but was able to narrow
the margin to six at the half,
40-34.
Trying to catch up, the
Broncs had to foul. The
strategy did not work as the
Mean Green ended the game
scoring on 24 of 29 free throw
attempts. NTSU scored single
points on 14 straight shots at
the line in the second half.
Skinner scored 22 points
for the Broncs, while Jones
added 16 and led the game
with 11 rebounds.
Saying he was pleased with
the enthusiastic home crowd,
Kruger also commented, "I
can assure you, our players
will continue to play hard each
game and give it all they've
got."
"Good enthusiasm helps
the team and the university,"
said Kruger. "I'm very proud
of our players' effort to date. I
think it has become obvious
with each game that our fans
are developing the same type
of feeling."
=o-..-CGOODDDOOC,✓✓
J.:111

See
PLANNED
PARENTHOOD
Before

Attendance at the locally came home without placing in
televised WTSU game was the tournament.
2,384. At the North Texas
Tulsa University and North
State game, where 1,000 gym
bags were given away, atten- Carolina entered the tournadance was up to 3,216. ment with winning records of
Average home attendance is 3-1 and 3-2, where Oral
at 3,474, while average atten- Roberts University and PAU
dance after nine games is entered with records of 2-4
and 1-4. This put PAU under
5,521.
The Broncs average season some strain having to comattendance record is 4,432. pete against winning records
Attendance at Bronc games and the reigning NCAA
have ranged from a low of champions, North Carolina.
200 at Mercer in Georgia, to
11,043 at Louisiana State.
On Jan. 8 , the Broncs met
The loss to NTSU brought
the Broncs season record to Louisiana Tech on Tech's
2-8, while the Mean Green home court. They were up
against tough competition
left with a 6-5 mark.
with 6-foot-9 Karl Malone
The Broncs had a hard dominating the boards for
road schedule over the holi- Tech. The Broncs fell lo the
days starting on Dec. 11 with Bulldogs, 39-59.
Mercer University.

Height helps--but form puts It In - Bil Moser, No. 44
goes up for 2 points adding to the score against
West Texas State which flnaled at 81-78. (Photo
by Delcia Lopez)

383-5082

McAllen

686-6671

Mission

585-4575

Pharr

787-9431

Weslaco

968-5039

The Lady Broncs have lost
a starting player, Vicki James,
who is ranked in free throw
shooting.
James quit the team after
becoming engaged. Her leaving the team was her own
chice; and does not have
anything to do with college
basketball rules.
James was ranked 16th in
the district in free throw
percentage and her ability in
this area will leave a hole in
the team, she had hit 32 of 42
free throws this season and
was important in rebounding.
"She will be missed and wa:
a good player," said Coad
McDowell, "but we have
players who can come In and
fill the gap."

The Broncs lost to Mercer,
During the Tech game
54-64 and were downed by
James was a starling seniot
Lamar University, 45-53. In Larry Skinner and Bill Moser
put
28
points
on
the
board,
and
the experience sl)e car
the Oil Capital classic that
took place Dec. 17-18, the but it wasn't enough to boost ried with her ranking con
Broncs didn't do very well. the Broncs to a win. How- tributed much to the team.
Losing to Oral Roberts ever, the Broncs rebounded The team has to say goodbyE
University, 76-85 and North more than Tech, even though to James as a player but not ai
a memory.
Carolina, 50-106, the Broncs Tech had taller players.
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll_!!!I
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Open 24
Hours

Open 24
Hours

Fourteen Locations to S erve you in Hidalgo County

ECONOMY DRIVE IN IS SUPPORTING
\

THE BRONCS STRONGER THAN EVER!

·------------------------------7~
l
8 Piece Chicken Dinner
I
1

50(: OFF with coupon

O~FER GOOD ONLY AT SUGAR ROAD AT HWY 107

~

l

OFFER EXPIRES JANUARY 26, 1983
P l - clip do lttd portion ot coapon only

--------------------------ECONOMY DRIVE IN

SUGAR ROAD AT TEXAS 107
24 hr
Game

Room

Our Name Says It All!
Open Seven Days a Week

24 hr
Game

Room

I
~

§

I

=

WE ARE LOCATED ON UNIVERSIT Y ACROSS
FROM T HE STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

1200 1s1mlt!:1rx DR.

i

STOP BY TO SEE OUR NE W CENTER !

§

11617 NORTH CENTRAL DALLAS, TEXAS 75143

i

i
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Fall honor roll list announced
Seventy Pan Amencan Unn,ersity ,tucien~
with perfect

completed the fall seme,ter

Nieto. Patnda Palomo. Palomo. Palmira

Marilew Cunningham St\Jrg1,.

Edrntng honori with .averages of 3 _5() co lwla Rendon and Roman Re~,

An addldonl!IJ 203 $1udents earned grade

Irene 81Ike, Al,aa 81llucas. Use Vk':torla

Glorta Lop;'t Riva,. Motl< Donald Melville
Robens. Dal,y Jon• Goru Rodnguez, Dor•
Debro Roger,. Cerardo Soloil. David
Salina,. Ma°" Dohna SoU,. John David

&'verages of at leasl 3 5 for th-.:" s.eme.ster on a
4 0 scale

BIM::kwek!er. Jerry Brov.10. Janice Loutse

Strong. Lauro Ann A Strong. Vivian Ann

grade points of 4 .0. according 10 honot roll
hsts released Last week by un\leTSity regl$trtiir

David Zuniga

Eammg perfec:1 4.0 aw.rages ware
From McAllen; t.1ary Herrrucn Allee. Nan•

cy Arredondo, M1chelle Begley, Leila Contreras, Lilia Fehd, Raena Fix. Cr~tlna

Fuentes. Deb,a Ann de la Gana, Sandra
Gn>ier. Rose Hamdan, Evelyn Hayden.
PhyU,s Ken. Susana Lope,, Elena Macias
Su1anne Milson. J~eflna Montoya Lmda
Mueller. Sue Newrnan Tracey Nichols. Lin-

da Ogden. David Pheanos. Jeanine Marie
Powell ,

Laura

Ann

Raden

Ismael

Rodnguez. Linda Den,se Taylor, He,mes

3 99 were
M cAllen: Raymundo Aguayo. Glorio
Patncia Audiffrtd. Anselma Behran, Janet

Cantu. Vtola Torch,e Chompion, Xavier Kraska Teegordin. Sar• Ann Hartw,ck WaJT
Contreros, Rolando Gonzalez Diaz. Alice ,nglon Booby Joe Williams and Ruben
Rangel Dominguez, Carolina Feluc. KeDy Yb<,rro
Beatrice Fitzgerald and Lucy Flo,..
Elsa. Edwazd Nornu• ArgueUe,, Maricela
Janice ArJme Freeman, John Hnman
Garcia Pamela Ann Ann Gomez. Socono

Lettcia Gonzalez. Aida P Guerro, Armando
Gu~rrez. Daniel Joseph Hodge. Kann Mone
Hungsberg. John Martin Kletn. Darice Kurt•
zer. Ktmberlv Elliott Lehmann. Rosahnda
Mandujano. Tracy Lynn Martnoff. Louro
Coleen Holmen McKmz,e, Gkwanna Stella
Montauttl

Go=la Eltzondo Moreno, Syleta G

V1Uarreat. Sanros G . Villarreal and Mona Sue

Althaus W,se
Donna _Mati hew Kennedy Naccar111to
Edcouch- Norma Alicia Alanis and Belinda

Valdez.

Edinburg. Samuel Arlzpe, Maricela
Ch.>vez. Pauk> Margarite Earl, Chmtino
Michell<, E>lro<la Rtchord S. Hen,ley, John
Corl Kott. Robin L. Lopez, Dawn Mone
Novak. Man., Ar1<m1SO Prolln Lout, Vaughn
Shoe. Normo L,nda V1llaJTeal and Pamela
Sue Williamson

Harlingen

B~rb"rll

Neuse

Blllnllzer,

Mich.>el Curtos Boothe. Lois A Day. Mono
Hervey Hayes. Groctelo Martinez and Lovella
.lean F Robert>
Hidalgo Anabclkl Ramo.
La F•ria Linda Roe Alexander Mclean.
Lyford Geo1ge Hilton Bennack
Muce des . Alvaro Barbosa and Rau1
Trevtno
M1:-'5-1on· Dfl>otah Castillo. Arda1h llnd
Ban.,, Egle, Edelmlro Gondarta, Pedro
Manc&e~. Marganta Ot1ega and John Qoentin
Qu1nton1lla
Pharr Jul;a Madeline Robbins and Carol
Ann Schmilt

R•o Grande Cuy Dolor~ Alm.e. F1ores

San Ben,to Gtes<><V M Cox and Magda
Cynthia Gonzalez
San Juao Patnc1a Jane Lemen SeMere
Weslaco Juan O$Car G&,c1a _ Edwa

Sh<1ron Gorm-,n. Cl~ofa5 Martine:z and

Munoz. Jose Antonio Padron , GuUlermo
Pec~ro. FlOf D~na C,uz. Pena, Deborah
Ann PO$ada. Sheryl Lynne Prewitt, Jerome

Vance Raders. Rosemary Reich, Crl$Un& Ro-

jas. Roy D Ru,sell Mary Rurh Sa•nz. Sylvia
D Saenz. Manan Gaye Snurh. Rachel L
Ste°"'I and Wdltam Michael Suzlc:h
,Jose Luis Tabares. Jamee Sue Taylor, Ir•
mo Valverd•. Billy Bob W•tklns and Abel
Hecror z...1a
Alamo Jose Raul Ramos
Bronwsville Pamela Ann Dohm and Mar,a
Marcela Garcia
Combes, Jennifer Ann Matns
Donna Sofia Annelle Adam,,

•

Maryiel
GueJTero, Kathleen Alice Holhng,worth,
Sandra Quintanilla and Yolando Trevino
Edcouch- Jul!lln Antonio Ramirez.

Edinburg. Marsha Ilene Bomer. Pho.be

G Jouregul.

~lcon HeK]hts· Ada Janet Gll;uia

t

erhngen. VirginLa Camarena, Arturo

Ja,me Cerda. Debor•h Ann Cooper. Mary
Ann Eklund, Carolyn Kay Goodwin. Helen
Gould. Sandra Jeannine T Honeycutt.
James Michael Morton, Tar1Ianell
Mosmeyer. Elizabeth Ivon Osborne, Sandra
Soto. Arnold Tamez. Johnna Deonne VJlor
real and Cynthlb Louise McGhee
Hidalgo Abel Longoria ond C•lta
Christina Sontos
La Feria Franciseo Tamez, Robert Tamez

and Elta Vtllaneal
Lo Joyo Olallo M Ga1clo S11iebel
Lyford Dena Yvette Flon,, ond Morhnda
Marroquin.

Gabrl<!la Guh<rm. Robert Bernard Gut>er·
rel. Consuek> Mende,. L,sa Elena Menchola.
Margart&a Pena, Nereyda RIO$, Belinda
Rivera. Melinda Rodrigue:. MJnuel Salina,.
Rona Scoh. C.alhenne Junti! Slfva. Pamcia
Ann Sm,1h and Vilma V4tverde
Penuas Oscar Santiago
PhMT LeZith Bnones, Ronnie Lane Davls.
Edna Marie Flores. Deann.a Dentse Elbwort

Garc,a. Elda Mortha Melendez, Marla Glor,a
Morale,. Rodolfo Rosale,. Sandra Rosa:.,
Progreso: Jow Luis Mena and Laur~
Ze1><da
Raymondville · Vic-tor Olomdo Cantu

Glona de Luna Minerva Chr15tlna Llanes
and Olga Esther Rodngue,
Rio Grande City Dalinda Ramtre.und

Korh,e Lee Wesrt,y.Gi6s;in
Rio Hondo Maryhn Martha And•™"'
Teny
Roma. Miguel M,unnez

,. sin Ben~ro. Ulloa Dommguez. Chrt~han
Rober1

Jaensch and

Harald Hermann

Jaensch
San Juan Seferino Leroy Garza. Maricela
Llzcano. George Chr15topher Mason.
Rosaltndn Salaiar And San Juanita Sandw-.z
Wesak:o: Rl)e D11wn Al.k1ni. Erne 1uana

Mercedes: Sylvia CtSlanedA. Ricardo R
GarcLa. Otana Gerta, Antonio Mart:inez Ill,

Let1<1a Jeon Mora and Chrt,ttno Zovola
M,sslon. Grace Marla Abbenanie. R~ho
Acevedo. Mtrt.am Banera, Anna {)olofe,
Cavaz~, ,Janet Lea Coc.kerieU. Ste:rltng

Charles Dit!tz. Esmetl!llda E.s~ncueta. Jaime
Flore,. Jo,e Angel Gandana Roy Stevon
Garclo, l.ydia Edna Casullo Garza. Ramiro
Gltr-ta. Vero01ca Ann Ga~, Cyn1h1a

Cabrera. Glono Gorzo Casteneda, Cynth:a
Diane Garrett, Tomas RefuJ10 Granados
Sylvia Guenero, Ana V eronKa Rodngu~z

Noe Valenzuela and Hamer A~ne Vdlalpan.
do
Orange Grove Rosamana. Ortiz

San Antonio. Charlotte Ann Aini
Evansville. Ind Amy Elizabelh Hight
Ciud.ad Manie. Mex1.to· Han, Herman

H,mphrey

'Gallery' magazine
needs students work
A new edition of the campus literary magazine is slated
for this semester. "Gallery," a
showcase for student poetry.
stories, essays. and art work
will be edited by a junior-level
course on literary magazines
taught by Mrs. Jan Seale of
the English department.
Anyone wishing to have
work considered for the
publication should bring it to
Room 221, L.A. Bldg., or
leave it In the English Office
on the second floor. L.A.
Bldg. Writing should be submitted in typed form and art
work should be reducble to an
8 1/2" high by 11" wide, or
less, format.
"This Issue will mark
"Gallery's" fourth year of existence." Seale said. "It has

enJoyed
uccess both with
PAU student and with other
Valley citizens as a display for
local student talent."
Last year's 'Gallery.' sponsored by Dr. Dorey Schmidt.
involved the work of some 40
student artists, writers and
editors. Prizes for the best
short story, best poem and
be • essay wi:I again be awarded this year.
Students do not have to be
enrolled in a writing or art
courses to submit work
"We want work from a wide
spectrum of the student
body," Seale said. "It's a tradition of "Gallery" to represent
a diver sity of interests and
,talents."
Deadline for
work is March 1

submitting

Jane Barrier. J~n1fer Yvonne Brunner . Scott

David Butcher, Norll f1re$ Casteltano. Joan.
na Dee Colebank, Bnan Wllbam Coveney.
AnM Guadalupe DeHiuo, Behnda Ninfa de

la

Cruz. Elizabeth D,az. Benjamin Ethridge,

Thomas lee Fiepke. Esmeralda Garcia.

Sylvia Gatt1a and Elizabeth Garza
Dav,d Joel Gomillion. Rlla Ann Gonzale,.
Mana Elh.'ver Gom:aJez, MKhael James
Hatch, M,nganta Hernandez. Birgit ~rbara

Hopp. Amia B Lad, Viola Leal. Kimberley
Kay LeiAns. Cynthia Longoria Lencia Lopez.

Noel Lope,. Koy W M»or•. Sandro Leah

JCPenney
Styling Salon
LA PLAZA MALL

Guys & Gals

Get 15 % Student Discount on any
regular priced services by presenting '
your PAU Student I.D. Card.
APPOINTMENTS RECOMMENDED

682-032l
682-9431
Ex. 252 251

Mon-Sat

8dmf!pm

Management Trainees

WHAT HAS MADE
H.E.B. UNIQUE?

Yesterday.

Since 1905,H.E.B has had a different
approach to the retail Industry. Our history of consistent
progress has depended on two things: innovative tech•
nology and innovative people. These have been with us
since the beginning.

Today.

HEB. is the 17th largest food and drug
chain in the nation, with a growth rate substantially
above the industry leaders. We are• 1 in every trade area
in which we are located, with one of the best superstore
formats in the industry.

TornOTTow.

We are positioned for a conbnuatlon of the steady growth of the past 78 years. We have
experienced a growth rate for the past several years due
to our Innovative marketing concepts Currently, H.E.B.
has II choice of excellent career opportunities for col•
lege graduates who wish to pursue II career in retail
store operations or distnbution management.
H E B has a reputation in the industry for internal promotion, so that the future you start to build with us now
could very well manage to become a long-term career
association.
We are located in the Southwestun and Central part of
Texas. So, if Texas is where you want to establish yourself,
come to the Placement Office now and sign up In
advance for ycur personal interview
Our ltcptescnta1lvc will be here on:

Careers in
Intelligence
Some Jobs Are Important •.. Ours Are Critical.
The Defense Intelligence Agency Is responsible for the
coordination and management of the 1ntell1gencegathenng mechanisms o f the Department of Defense
and for providing a central and more responsive source
of military 1ntelhgence data Today this Agency represents
the ma1or intelligence actIvIty within the DoD It Is
comprised of a highly tra ined military and civilian team
engaged in collecting. analyzing. evaluating. interpreting
and disseminallng 1nformat1on which attects our national
security
To strengthen the military posture and secunty of the
U.S , there ex,sts a contI:,uing need for intensive. m1htaryonented intelligence research More important Is the
vast effort required to compile great quant111es of data
and to analyze. develop and maintain a world-wide
intelligence base capable of providing accurate, timely
information on not only purely military condItIons. trends
and forces. but also the pertinent economic. social
cultural. physical, geographic and sc1ent1fic factors around
the globe This IS what DIA IS really all about

The Agency follows we•l-planned promotion place·
ment. salary appraisal and incentive award programs.
and promotion from within Is a general policy
The liberal and wide-ranging benefits of Federal
employment are enioyed by all DIA personnel These
include generous vacation and sick leave programs.
health and accident insurance and retiremer.t plan
Our locations in the Arlington. Virginia area and
Washington. DC . afford you a choice of city. suburban
or country living A wealth of recreational. cultural.
historical and educational allractIons awaits you in the
nations capital and its environs all within easy driving
distance
We invite you to consider shanng the unique challenge
offered to college graduates by the Defense Intelligence
Agency

Intelligence Is a challenging and stimulating career field

It also makes for a satisfying and rewarding career. both
in the material sense and in many other ways
Within our m ission there are career opportunihes for
graduates with the following specific degree maiors
• International Economics
• Specific Geographic Area Studies
• Geography/Geology
• Civil/Structural Engineering

Check your Placement Office for more 1nforma11on
about DIA career opportunities or send us a Personal
Ouailflcat,ons Statement. SF-1 71. including a copy of
college transcnpt. to Defense Intelligence Agency.
Civilian Personnel D1v1s1on Recruitment Branch (HI.
Washington. DC 20301 DIA Is an equal opportunity
employer M&F. all applicants must be U S cI1lzens. and
are subJect to a thorough background inquiry and
physical examination

JANUARY 26th & Uth, ~ 983
H E.B. Grocery Company, P.O Box 2301, San Antonio,
Texas 78298 is an equal opportunity employer, m/f

DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
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Facul-ty senate forms administration input committee
By Anna Martinez
Staffwrlter
An ad hoc committee whlcn
will give the faculty input into
the actual administration of
the university has been formed by the faculty senate.
The Committee on Academic Affairs, Operations and
Structure will consist of seven
faculty members, three administrators and some staff
people, acccording to Dr.
Nancy Prince, faculty senate
chairman.
At a meeting yesterday.
Prince asked the senators to
consider recommendations
for members of the committee
and get them to her within the
week.
"The committee will examine the way a school Is

organized and determine what
they think of the way it's
organized, then give their opinion on It," Prince said.
The committee would then
make recommendanons to
the vice president of academic
affairs, Dr. Ronald Applbaum,
who asked that the committee
bP. formed.
''This is the first time that
faculty has ever been asked to
give input in this area 'administration" Prince said.
"We will be actually assisting the administration in
some areas this spring," she
said.
Prince an art professor was
elected to the chairmanship In
December. The elections are
usually held in January but
the senate decided to do ii

earlier so that they could begin
the semester "off and running" Prince said.
Also elected was San Juanita Reyes of the L~amlng
Resource Center to the office
of vice president. Dr. Paul
Mitchell, of the English
department Is the new secretary and Dr. James Gormly of
the history department Is the
new parliamentarian.
As the faculty senate chairman, Prince said she would
act as the liaison between the
faculty and the administration.
She will attend meetings of
the council of deans and of
the board of regents. "Therefore, hopefully, there will be a
flow of Information that will
come down to the faculty."
she said.

Besides officers, also
elected late last semester were
new senators. The new senators for PAU -Brownsville are
Dr. Elsie Buettgen and Dr.
Mark Magee. For the School
of Business Administration,
they are Mike Crews and
Eliu ...c?th Dietz.
For the School of Educa•
lion, Dr. Ricardo Pert:z·1s the
new senator and Dr. Tom
Semper and Dr. Roger Tolar
were re-elected. .
In the School of Health
Related Professions, Karen
Chandler and Barbara Tucker
are the new senators. George
Mclemore and Mitchell are
the new senators for the
School of Humanities.
The School of Science and

Math elected Sharon Arnold
and Ray Sager to be their new
senators. In the School of
Social Sciences, Dr. Samuel
R. Freeman, Gormly, Dr.
Valerie G. "Wendy" James
and Dr. RodoHo Rocha are
the new senators. Gormly was
elected to replace Dr. Jose
Hinojosa, who took a leave of
absence to teach for a year In
Austin.
Prince also commented on
a resolution passed by the
faculty senate last semester In
which It "opposes the attempt
by the Board of Regents to
question the political Ideology
of a prospective faculty
member" and "the Board of
Regents" attempt to require

that 'political balance' be
maintained by academic departments."
The faculty senate filed the
official protest when the board
questioned the credentials of a
faculty member when "apparently, the word 'Marx' appeared several times" In his
vita she said.

As for the new senate,
Prince said, "We will try to be
a very strong liaison between
administration and faculty."
Some of their ac..tlvltles for
the near future will include
reviewing the new student
evaluation forms for faculty
and tenure policies.

Enrollment tops
9,000students
Student enrollment continues to climb and currently
stands at 9,282. This number
is unoffical and won't be until
the twelfth class day.
Last week's Increase of 7 .3
percent has now Jumped 8. 7
percent. Last year at this time
the enrollment · stood at
8,535.
On the Edinburg campus
there are 8,249 students and
1, 118 at the PAV-Brownsville
campus.
"There is usually more students registering in the fall
semester than the spring,"
David Zungia, registrar said.

I

.•,

This year is also the blennum of base funding year.
The beginning point was the
first part of last summer and
depending on whether enrollment is up or down determines the amount of money a
university gets. The amount is
also determined by the number of semester credit hours.
The university makes up the
difference as the amount does
not come out exactly.
The biennum falls every
two years.
"All in all things are looking
good," Zungia said.

O'Dell scholarship
fund needs $$$$$$$
The James O'Dell scholarship fund is gaining ground,
but still needs more co:1tributions to reach the goal of
$5000 according to Dr. Ed
Mercer, vice president for the
division of institutional advancement.
"No guidelines will be set
for the scholarship until the
full amount has been collected," Mercer said. "At this
point we have $541.55 in the
fund."
He said that the fund will be

set up as an enaowed scholarship In which the Interest from
the $5000 will be given to the
recipient of the scholarship.
"Contributions for this fund
arv being taken through this
offlc,," he said.
For more information call
381-2116 or go by room
324D In the Administration
Building.
Dr. O'Dell, who died of a
heart attack on October 31,
1982, was an assistant professor of computer information systems.

Brainwave discussion Monday
Dr. Lawrence L. Schkade, has found that the two hemischairman of the department of pheres of the br~ln process
systems analysis at the Univer- words and symbols in different
sity of Texas at Arlington, will ways and that humans can
discuss his research on brain control which half they use In
activity and decision-making attacking specific tasks.
styles at 3 p.m. Jan. 31 in the
A faculty member in the
auditorium of the School of
School of Business ls colBusiness Administration.
laborating with Dr. Schkade.
Dr. Schkade is conducting
Schkade's talk will be open
research on brain activity as it
relates to decision-making and to the public without charge.

Too strlct--Jamea, played by Greg Eldridge tell• Annie Sullivan, played by Lyn Cramer Ashley that ehe
ls too hard on hie little •leter In the vel'lllon of "The Miracle Worker," which opened IHt night and wlll
continue through Saturday. See related etory on page three. (PAU Photo .

Jazz ense01ble concert on Saturday
The All Valley Jazz Ensem- McAllen H .S.: and Ramon
ble will perform a concert this Coronado, Alto 2, Harlingen
Saturday, at 2.00 p.m., at the H.S., Delma De la Fuente,
Fine Arts Recital Hall. The Tenor 1, Harlingen H.S.; Arie
concert is free and open to the Garcia, Tenor 2 , McAllen
public.
H.S.; and Ted Cano, Bari,
Participation in the ensem- Harlingen H.S.
ble was won by audition In
Trumpets are Lulu CorOctober. The Judges were onado, lead, Harlingen H .S.;
Frank Cazares, Donna H .S.: Richard Brown, second, HarlEddie Fuentes PSJA H.S.; ingen H.S.; Andy Leal, third,
Randy Meyer, Harlingen PSJA H.S.: Rick Estrada,
H.S.; Joe Moreno Edinburg fourth, McAllen H.S.; and
H.S.; Scott Reddoch, Florencio Garcia, fifth, Harl-

tngen H.S.
Trombonists are Allen
Kendell, lead, Weslaco H.S.;
Joel Echeverria, second, PSJA H .S.; Rick Rodriguez,
third; Arnaldo Ortiz, fourth;
and Dean McCarty, Bass
trombone all three from Harlingen. H .S.
The pianist Is Norma
Aguilar from Harllngen H.S.
and the Bassist ts Joe Martinez
from Weslaco H .S. The percussionist is Paul Scully from

Harlingen and Austin Liu,
from PSJA, is the guitarist.
Music for the performance
will be chosen from these
selections; "Pressure Cooker"
by Thad Jones, "Chasin' Your
Tail and Keepln' Track of The
Time by Chuck Sayre and
"Coffee" and "Castanets" by
Les Hooper.
The region XV Jazz Ensemble Chairman, Wally Tucker
will conduct the performance.

Engineering society to host speaker today
The Student Engineering
Society will have its first
meeting today activity period

in PS 124.
Chris Lyke, guest speaker
will discuss his work in Wind

Energy Research. All pre-engineering students are urged
to attend.

For more Information
contact the Physical Science
Department at 381-3521 or
come by PS Room 123.
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Unemployment up-Reagan next?
By Adolfo Peequen
The state of the union may be better off than the state
of Reagan. Inflation ls down, Detroit is starting to sell cars
again and we have had a very mild winter. If people have
a job, the people are probably feeling pretty well off.
The president, however, is going to join those four
million he put out of work If he doesn't "switch his
course." He may not even survive his next two years.
Democrats are not In a compromising mood, the bollweevils are in the dog house and the Republicans are
listening to the Democrat. Reagan's budget director
predicted a $200 billion deficit for 1984 (What! no balanced budget).
.
Just about everyone agrees; no one voted for Reagan
for this. The people voted for a lower inflation AND a
balanced budget. Actually, I may be more accurate In
stating that the people voted for someone who looked
and sounded tougher than Jimmy Carter.
So what did we get? The left hates him and the right is
none too happy either. A middle of the road president?
Another one? Well, that's what the Russian analysts told
us when he first got elected.
Reagan has used up his little stack of Ideological tricks
and homespun media recipes. What we are getting now is
a good dose of old fashioned straight polttlcal doubletalk.
He is going to have to dip into someQne else's bag of
tricks for the rest. That is a sell out, but who cares; I don't
know who he was representing anymore anyway.
I suppose he will take credit for everything the Democrats bludgeon through Congress. At any rate he does
seem to be listening more to the other camp. Maybe he'll
dump James Watt and Ray Donovan too.
Maybe that's wishful thinking.
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Miracle Worker by the drama department and Curtain Call Players at Fine Arts Auditorium at 10:30 a.m.
and 8 p.m.

"I Will Fight No More Forever" at Science Auditorium
2 at 1 p.m.
"The Miracle Worker" at FA Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Movie, "I Wlll Fight No More Forever" at Science
auditorium 2 at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. Sponsored by History
department, the film stars James Whitmore and depicts
the army's efforts to capture Nez Perce Indians and place
them on reservations.

Feb. 1, Tuesday
Mase celebrated by Catholic Campus Ministries at
Chapel of the Lord's Prayer at 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Bible Study by Baptist Student Union at University
Center 307 at 10:40 a.m. to 11: 15 a.m.
75¢ meal and Celebration program at BSU Center at
6·30 p.m.
Begl,nnlng Sign Language Class offered free (except
for price of textbook) by Catholic Campus Ministries at
CCM Center. The class will meet every Tuesday from
7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. until.

Jan. 28, Friday
Reception for exchange faculty members from
Universidad Autonoma de Nuevo Leon at LA third floor
faculty lounge 111 11 a.m.
"The Miracle Worker" at FA Auditorium at 2 p.m. and
8p.m.
"I Will Fight No More Forever,. at Science Auditorium
2 at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Back to School Party given by Baptist Student Union
at BSU Center at 6:30 p.m.
Welcoming Party by International Student Association
at Ballroom form 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.

9

Feb. 2, Wednesday
75¢ lunch at Baptist Student Center at 11 a.m. to 1
p.m.
Catholic Campus Ministries meeting, prayer session. study night and sleepover at CCM Center starting at
7 p.m.
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Library nQtes
Attention business students!
The library has created a section of business reference
materials with frequently used loose-leaf services, indexes, abstracts and some government document
periodicals.
The library is a very important part of your education
during your four years.
By utilizing the library materials. the better your
chances are to obtain higher grades.
Students enrolled in English 1302 are required to attend a library orientation class. The library will offer guided tours during activity period on Tuesday, and on Feb
8. Those interested should go to the second floor
reference desk at 10:35 on either of those Tuesdays.
The section is in the reference room on the second
floor. A large work table has been placed directly in front
of the section so that users may work with the materials in
that same area.
The section does not include all the business reference
materials available in the reference room--only the current Issues or vol/year of frequently requested titles.
A librarian is always available at the Reference Desk to
assist the student in locating and using these and other
materials.

Bob McDowell
San Juanita Reyes
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'The Miracle Worker' opens

True-to-life tragedy gives emotional release
By Ella de Jos Santos
Staffwriter

Perhaps the most tragic and
heartwarming stories about
people turn out to be true
stories such as Jill Kinmont's
story [The Other Side of the
Mountain). or Brian Piccolo's
story (Brian's Song).
One of the all-time classics.
"The Miracle Worker," is certainly no exception.
The Curtain Call Players
Pan American University
Theatre opened in conjunction with their production of
"The Miracle Worker" last
night.
This particular play was
written by William Gibson and
his Helen Keller story has
been a major acting vehicle for

actresses playing the roles of helped but also evokes the
Annie Sullivan and Helen Kel- emotional release when the
ler since its premiere in 1959. breakthrough is so close that
its as she can almost 'see' it.
This production is no ex- Copold does a magnificent job
ception. No.matter how hard as Helen. She never makes
one tries to slay unemotional- the audience see her as a seely involved during the perfor- ing and hearing person playmance one ends up giving in ing the part of a deaf and blind
to the futile attempt. In trying girl.
to analyze why the audience
She runs into things and
becomes so emotional In the
last act of the production, the stumbles and falls just as one
inevitability of a tragic would expect: one never even
younster trying so hard to thinks about wondering if she
reach someone or be reached knows that there Is even anycertainly brings out the protec- thing going on around her.
tive instinct we all have to The gutteral sad sounds she
makes are also very effective,
reach out to a small child in they really hit home as do her
tantrums.
need.
Perhaps Helen's only rival
Perhaps the child, played
by Delia Copold not only for audience attention on
demands to be disciplined and stage is her teacher, Annie

Sull!van. played by Lyn
Crammer Ashley. This role Is
also very strong and demands
audience reaction. Part of this
could be the character's actt,pns and forceful determination but surely for the most
part is It Ashley's ability to
seem unaware of others especially the audience.
Other members of the cast
also gave a very good performance, perhaps the fact that
Captain Keller was played by
an older man gave the production the added edge needed to make one feel as if the
people on stage were not actors playing parts but the
Keller family trying to cope
with their daughter's situation
and needs. The part of Cap-

tain Keller is played by Carl
McGovern, a member of the
Curtain Call players.
Other cast members lnclud_ed Tina Atkins who portrays
Kate Keller, the child's
mother; Greg Eldridge who
plays Helen's half-brother
James; Kerri Logsdon,
Helen's Aunt Ev; Marcia
Morehead as Viney the
housekeeper, Rick DeJulio as
Anagnos: Mattie Gilchrist and
Sean Iliff as Martha and Percy
and Audie Richard Siegel as
the doctor.
The production was directed by Dr. Marian Monta, head
of the communications department and the sets were
designed by Dr. James
Hawley.

English
tutoring
offered
Students enrolled In English
1300, 1301 and 1302 can
1ign up for tutoring with the
Learning Assistance Center.
Students enrolled in the
1300 must sign up for a lab.
labs for this class are In the
LRC, Room 112.
Tutoring for English 13011302 and for students having
writing problems In other
ocurses Is In LA 102. Tuesday
evening (5:45 to 6:45) tutoring session Is being offered for
these students; It will be
available only as long as a demand requires It.
For more information caU
Juan Ovalle--Engllsh 1300 lalj
at 381-2538 or Irene Sanchez
for English 1301-1302 at 3812537.

'Tootsie': a modern comedy that's not a 'd rag ,
By Randy Klutts
Michael Dorsey is a good
actor, maybe even a great actor. The problem Is, he's difficult--so difficult, in fact, that
no one will work with him, no
one will hire him.
So how does an actor desperate for money get work?
Simple. He becomes a she.
This is the premise of
"Tootsie," a wonderfully inventive comedy, starring
Dustin Hoffman as the frustrated and success-starved
actor who disguises himself as
a woman to win a role in a TV
soap opera
Although begun only as a
means to an end, this masquerade soon involves Dorsey
in a complicated series of
events and relationships,
which expose male-female
sex roles and the chauvinisitc
game-playing that goes along
with them.
But more than that or more
surprising than that Is Hoffman's transformation from
Michael Dorsey to Dorothy
Michaels. It is nothing short of
miraculous.
ls Dorothy attractive? Well,
not exaclty. A dowdy kind of
cuteness is more like It But

Hoffman is so convincing as plays Dorsey's agent, George,
Dorothy than you can almost and provides some of the
feel his disappointment. his film's most forcible acting. The
pain of not being a physically heated exchanges between
attractive woman.
him, a hardnosed business
In "Tootsie," Hoffman is type, and Dorsey, an egoaided and abetted by a fine tripped-up actor, are some of
cast than Includes Jessica the film's best moments.
As a director, Pollack's
Lange, Bill Murray, Dabney
Coleman and director Sydney work In "Tootsie" is superb
Pollack.
the same kind of crafsmanship
he demonstrated in past films
Jessica Lange plays, Julie,
such as "The Way We Were,"
"the hospital slut" on the TV
"The Electric Horseman" and
soap "Southwest General,"
who becomes Dorothy's "Absence of Malice." But
friend, but won't even speak
Pollack has never won an Oscar for this films.
to Dorsey. Lange is beautiful
"Tootsie," his first comedy,
and acts just beautifully.
Bill Murray plays Dorsey's looks like a strong contender
roommate, Jeff, a crackpot for an Academy Award this
playwright and the author of a year. And it's about time, too.
But the best thing about
doomed-to-fail opus titled
"Return to Love Canal." "Tootsie" is how beautifully
Although just a supporting the film's message is handled.
How men and women rerole, this is perhaps Murray's
late to one another is a
best film performance.
Dabney Coleman, who won delicate subject, one requiring
fame for his roles as the ugly the utmost care In handling.
male animal in "9-to-5" and But you won't find a trace of
"Modern Problems," has heavy-handed rhetoric or striperfected sexism to a loath- dent preaching in "Tootsome art. Playing the soap's sie." Nor will you find Gloria
egocentric director, Ron, he is Steinam lurking in the wings.
the definitive male chauvinist
Instead. the film says,
pig.
Director Sydney Pollack "Hey, how about a little

respect? How about a little
common decency?"
The message, like the humor and characterizations, is

kept in clear, honest human
terms--which unlike Hollywood's usual overkill approach, is a little more

palatable and much more
realistic.
Toot, toot, "tootsie"
hooray!

ORTHODONTIC
REFERRAL SERVICE
FOR

CHILDREN AND ADULTS

NO DOWN PAYMENT
REQUIRED
AFFORDABLE MONTHLY
PAYMENTS
DIRECT PAYMENT FROM YOUR
DENTAL INSURANCE PLAN ACCEPTED
FOR AN APPOINTMENT WITH
AN ORTHODONTIC SPECIALIST CALL--

I 682-3672 I

CONVENIENT VALLEY LOCATIONS
SE HABLA ESPANOL

The All-American gfrl??? ... Michael Dorsey as Dorothy Michaels and both played
by Dustin Hoffman in 'Tootsie' the story of a man and the woman he portrays.
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Coriferencefeatures history teaching methods
By Anna Martinez
Staffwrtter

ested In history can come.
Last year, 130 people-attended the conferenc~.
Secondary history teachers
"We've been very successwill have a chance to upgrade ful," he said.
their teaching techniques here
Feb. 5 at a conference sponHe explained that the AHA
sored in part by the history co-sponsors such conferences
department.
across the country and for the
The Fifth Annual confer- past two years, PAU's has
ence on the Teaching of His- been held as an example to be
tory will feature presentations followed. Gormly said that
on teaching methods and on perhaps what made this convarious topics such as the ference different from such
Kennedy assassination and others directed at secondary
the Cuban missile crisis.
teachers was that successful
Besides the history depart- secondary teachers conduct
ment, other sponosors a.re the sessions so that they can share
American Historical Associa- their techniques.
tion and the South Texas Social Studies Association. From
Gormly said ihat successful
the history department, Dr. secondary teachers are often
James Gormly is directing the better qualified to present succonference with Dr. Paul cessful secondary teaching
techniques than a college proTravis, who Is co-director.
Gormly said the conference fessor is.
is aimed at the teacher but cerOn the day of the confertainly anyone who is inter- ence registration will begin at

8 a.m. In the LA bulldlng
foyer.
During tne 9 a.m. session,
Dr. Charles Nelson of Drake
University will make a presentation titled "Death In Dallas:
Ao Examination of the John
F. Kennedy Assassination."
Dr. Terrance Barragy of Texas
A&I will speak on "The Boston Slave and Opium Trade."
Speaking on ''Texas Education and the State Legislature:
House Resolution 246 and
Other Concerns" will be Louis
Grigar, director of the Social
Studies Division of Curriculum Development of the
Texas Education Agency.
Travis, with five teachers
from different Valley high
schools, wlll speak on "Exciting the Eighth Grader:
FIimstrips as a Springboard."
Each of the five teachers produced his own filmstrip last
summer at the history teach-

ing center which Travis directs, and the five now use
them in their classes.
Other topics during that first
session will be "Problem SoJving Curriculum" and "The
Confederate Alr Force: A
Historical Resource."
During the second session,
from 11 a.m., to 12:15 p.m.,
"The Missiles of October: The
Cuban Missile Crisis" will be
the topic of Dr. Thomas G.
Paterson, one of the nations
leading diplomatic historians.
Paterson teaches at the
University of Conneccticut
and has co-authored two
American history textbooks
including "A People and a Nation" which Is used by history
professors here.
Other topics Include "Puzzles of Culture: Putting the
Pieces Together, a Teaching

Metholodolgy," "Social
Studies through Archeology,"
and "Music and the Teaching
of History."
In the session titled "The
Textbook and You," Jere
Light from Texas Southmost
College will speak on
'Teacher Prepared Materials:
Get More from the Text" and
Dr. Samuel Freeman from the
political science department
here will speak on "The High
School Text and the Vietnam
War."
In the session titled "Cultural Perspectives and the
Classroom,'' Juanita Garza, a
graduate student here, will
speak on "Chicano Foods: A
Cultural Perspective for the
Lower Rio Grande Valley."
and Dr. Roberto Salmon of
the history department will
present "Teaching Inquiry
Skills through Multicultural
Studies."

In the third session, from 2
p,m. to 3 p.m .• Dr. James
Hindman from Sul Ross
University will speak and
show the movie "The Ragged
Revolution" about Mexico's
revolution from 1910 to
1917.
Other topics will be 'lf>laying
the Bulls and the Bears: Stock
Market Simulations for the
Classroom" and "Opportunities and Resources for the
Valley History Teacher."
Also, Grigar will again
speak on legislative concerns
In education.
During the luncheon at
12: 15, Dr. John W. Larner
Jr. will speak. He is a professor of history at Pennsylvania State University and
project coordinator for the
American Historica.l Association. His talk, "Where is
History?" will focus on the
place of history in American
schools and culture.

Srudents preparefor model OAS meeting in Washington
From a group of students charge of the program, for the
who wiJI study intensely the Forum for the Study of the
country of Paraguay, five will Americas, said he hopes to
be chosen to participate in a get a group of about 15 stum o d e l O r ganization of dents who will study ParaAmerican States meeting in guay, the country assigned to
the PAU delegation by the
Washington D.C. in March.
Participation in the program OAS.
Each of the fifteen will study
is open to students enrolled in
one of three courses about some aspect of the country
Latin America: South Ame- and report back to the group,
rican P olitics, U.S.-Latin which will be meeting regularAmerica n Relations and ly through February. During
Political Economy of Mexico. this period, "the 15 will
A meeting has been sche- 'prepare the delegation with
duled for tomorrow, for the history of Paraguay, the
students from the three concept behind the Oranizacourses who have expressed tion of American States and
an interest in participating In the problems facing Latin
the project. Dr. James Gorm- America as a whole," Gormly
ly who heads the committee in said.
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That decision will be partially based on the quality of the
input Into the study group.
Grade point average and classification will also be considered with preference going
to seniors since the project is
expected to be an annual affair according to Gormly.
Juniors and sophomores
then, will have another
chance
Maklng the decision with
Gormly will be Dr. Roberto
SaJmon, who is on the committee in charge of the project,
Dr. Gary Mounce, who
teaches South American
Politics; and Dr. Gilbert
Cardenas, who teaches Political Economy of Mexico.

Mt••c:an Dinner

fned O'l,c,eri
Shump
H_,,.b,ng..- St•1k

St•••

"We'll know our country
and have some knowledge of
the history of Latin America
and of the Organization of
American States," he said.
"It'll be a very interesting an
challenging six weeks."
While it will be considered
for the course grade, this
study will be additional to the
work done for the classes in
which the 15 are enrolled.
Determining which five will
make up the delegation "will
be difficult," Gormly said.
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Georgetown and the Universi•
ty of Ohio."
Last year, although PAU
was extended a special invitation and even given the
chance to choose the country
which they would "be" for the
week, a PAU delegation was
not sent. Gormly explained
that since the previous year,
the department of Inter-American Affairs had been dismantled and the Forum for
the Study of the Americas had
not been formed yet. It was
not clear who would have
been in charge of the project
and since they only has a
week to respond--applications
were accepted on a first come
is first served basis--PAU did
not send a delegation.
But with the Forum for the
Study of the Americas now,
Gormly sees the model OAS

meeting as an annual project
at PAU.
"It's beneficial to the university and it'-s certain ly
beneficial to the students,"
Gormly said. "It's a tremendous possibility, for each individual."
He said he wl~hes more
than just five could go to
Washington in March, but
with the cost bein~ about
$850 for each student, five is
probably all that will go.
Besides the Forum, the program is also getting funding
from the University Center
Program Council.
They are still lacking more
that $1000, but Gormly said
that they would approach outside organizations for that funding. American Airlines has
also pitched in by allowing the
students half-fare rates.

93 apply for deans position
Ninety-three candidates
have applied for the position
of dean of education, Dr.
Phyllis Phillips, head of the
school of education search
committee said.
"We are working through
their folders now," Phillips
said, "and we do not meet until eArly February to make any
kind of decision.
The selection procedure
generally goes through three
steps, Phillips said, with the
candidate being contacted for
an interview between the second and third steps.

Nike

10\11, discount

• Gift

Gormly teaches U.S.-Latin
American Relations. The
study group will also have input into choosing the delegation.
The five will be chosen,
"probably as close to the actual conference date as possible," Gormly said. The conference will be from March 8
to March, 11, and Gormly will
accompany the delegation.
Two years ago, PAU participated in the 1981 assembly
and "we were voted outstanding delegation," Gormly
said. "We put on a really good
show and were recognized by
the OAS."
"The whole model assembly was a news item for the
media In Washington, and we
were listed as outstanding,"
he said. "We competed head
on head with institutions like

"We eliminate first those
who do not meet the qualifications," Phillips said. "Then we
restudy the people who are
left
"Finally, we work through
that group again, trying to
identify the ones we think are
the best possible candidates."
Besides a doctorate in an
appropriate field , qualifications include administrative
experience, and a record of
scholarship and classroom
experience--both preferably
on the university level.

Candidates should have experience in elementary,
secondary and multicultural
education.
Candidates should also
have experience in the design
and implementation of programs at the university and
public schools levels, as well
as having demonstrated support for affirmative action and
and equity.
Dr. Jerry Pulley has been
acting dean of education since
August 1981. His predessor
was Dr. Bill Reeves

Smither replacement being sought
The search for a replacement for education professor
Nancy Smither. who was killed in an auto accident last
month, ls pending approval
by the administration. said.
Dr Jerry Pulley, dean of
education.
If the administration approves the search, Pulley said,
the position will be advertised
in "the Chronicle of Higher
Education."

Notices will also be sent to
40 or 50 colleges and universities.
A search committee will
then be formed to screen the
resumes, and the top candidates will be brought in for interviews.
Although all the qualifications for the position have not
yet been decided, Pulley said
that one of the qualifications
will be an "expertise in bil-

ingual education ."
Pulley also said that approval for the search will probably be sought within the
next month. before the budget
is made up for next year.
In the meantime, two of
Smither's classes have been
taken over by Eva Corona.
One class has been cancelled
and another class will be taken
over by a still unnamed in·
structor
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IBM executive on loan
to School of Business
After 27 years with one of
the world's largest corprations, most recently as a vice
president and director of
management for world trade.Jerry Lattimer feels he has a
lot to teach young people
about business.
Even with all that practical
experience, however, Lattimer sald he felt a certain
amount of trepidation and
humility as he stepp~d Into the
classroom as a college instructor for the first time last week
at Pan American University.
He knows that to a great extent those 40 to 50 young
people sitting in front of him
will get a feeling of liking or
disliking the subject of
business from him.
And he wants them to like
it.
"I'd like to be able to get to
those youngsters from Edcouch (a small town near Pan
American from which many of
its students come) and have
them believe that there is a
place for them in business and
Industry."
He knows first hand that a
career in business will offer
them a world of opportunity
"I'm very conscious of the
fact that I got my first job
working at a desk, for IBM,"
Lattimer said. "There were
great opportunities in business
then, and I think they're probably just as great now."
His whose most recent position with IBM was as director
of management services for its
world trade division.
Lattimer is "on loan" to Pan
American for two years
through IBM's faculty lean
program.
Through the program, IBM
selects some of its top
managers, executives, and
scien tists to serve as visiting
faculty members at selected
universities throughout the
United States IBM continues
to pay their salaries.
Lattimer Is the seventh
employee to be "loaned" to
the School of Business Administration since 1973.

One of his predecessors
was Dr. Darrel Piersol, who
joined the School's faculty on
a regular basis after his retirement from [BM and who now
serves as associate dean of the
School of Business at Southwest Texas State University.
Lattimer thinks he can find
common ground with Pan
American's students. His
background may appear to be
quite different from theirs, but
he came from a rural environment in Iowa and graduated
from high school with a class
of 28 students.
He also knows what it's like
to work all day and then attend school at night. He completed his bachelor of arts
degree in economic from Boston College in that manner in
1959 after he returned from
service in the Korean War.
For the past two years, Lattimer has been director of
management services for IBM
World Trade/Europe/Middle
East/ Africa Corp., based in
White Plains, N.Y. He has
held other positions with [BM,
In the Office Products Division, as vice president for administration and field systems.
division director of personnel,
director of administration, and
manager of administration.
As a visiting professor from
IBM, Lattimer said he will encourage his students to follow
three of IBM's "basic beliefs:
an awareness of the dignity of
the individual, striving for excellence In everything you do,
and providing the best customer service in the world."
Lattimer said public media
often give a distorted image of
business men and women.
"I think there's a lot to overcome in terms of the general
outsider's perspective of what
a person In business does and
how he or she operates," Lattimer said.

Under the faculty loan program, IBM allows selected
employees to spend a year at
a university, generally one
with a high minority enrollment, to work with the faculty
in an area of their expertise,
"not only giving the university
an extra pair of hands, but
Graduate students in public also allowing the employee to
administration can apply for gain a perspective he may
the Clarence E. Ridley scholarship.

Ridley scholarship
available

Priority will be given to fulltime students in one year,
minimum 30 hour program
and enrolled for a minimum of
nine graduate hours per
semester while working fulltime in a city or other governmental entitiy will be considered; however, only after
first priority has been given to
full-time students.
Individual scholarships
amount to $3,000. Since the
scholarship was set up, 36
students have rece:ved cash
grants totalling $49,000.
For more information, students can contact the Texas
City Management Association
1020 Southwest Tower, Austin, Texas 78701.

never get any other way,' Lattimer said.
He expects to retire from
IBM In two years, and he is
using this opportunity to explore the field of education
"and also to contribute to
what I think is a very worthwhile program," he said.
"I'm very delighted with the
kind of people I'm working
with" Lattimer said. "They are
certainly meeting and exceeding the expectations I had
of the intellectual vitality In the
university environment. I also
find the student body that I've
met to be unusually friendly
and responsive."
The IBM executive said he
has to be careful "to blend my
experience in with the textbook and not make it a
course on my experience. The
textbook Is really what leads
the students into their next
courses, marketing or finance
or computer science."
Why is IBM taking the time,
effort and expense to develop
its faculty loan program?
"That comes out of one of
the chapters of the textbook.
It's called 'social responsibility.' Our customers have
been very good to IBM in
terms of the success that we've
enjoyed." Lattimer said. "We
feel that we ought to give back
to them."
IBM is one of the two
largest corporate givers in
America, Lattimer said, and
has made a special effort to increase its giving to education
"simply because they realize
that the cutbacks in all the
government programs have
made things much tougher."
Business will fund more
than a billion dollars of
research in 1983, Lattimer
said, and that is "a big link between business and education,
just in and of itself."
As a businessman In the
field of technology, Lattimer
believes there is no longer "an
abnormal concern about misuse of technology." "We had
a couple of decades to realize
that if you misuse It, It's

disastrous,"

Classified
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Tour ofMexico offered

..
•

•
Special .cholarshlp award--Jackle Linn, communication• aophomore, waa awarded a acholanhlp from

Rick DeJullo for help In finding 19th century prop• for the production of "Candida." The award waa
eatabliahed to honor Erik DeJulio, who died laat aummer. The award will be given each aemeater to
an outatandlng technical theatre student until the fund.a are depleted.

The Education department
at PAU-B is sponsoring an
eight-day learning excursion
to Mexico during spring break .
The tour will offer sightseeing with special emphasis
for people in elementary
education or bilingual education, according to Dr. Alleen
Johnson, PAU-B education
department chairperson and
excursion sponsor.
Cost of the tour ranges from
$148 multiple occupancy to
$189 for single accommoda_tions plus food, tips, and
miscellaneous. Deadline for
registering is tomorrow.
The group will leave
Brownsville by chartered bus
Mar. 13 and return by
chartered bus Mar. 20.
The first stop will be San
Luis Potosi. On the second
day, the travele~s will visit
Queretero enroute to Morella.
On the third day the group will
tour Morella and visit the
Universldad
Nacional
autonomo de Michoacan and
the teachers college laboratory
training
school
for
tours of the villages-Tzinzuntzan and ' Quiroga--

kindergarten teachers.
The following day Includes
and the national park ot
Uruapan. Also on the fourth
day, the group will visit a
"Casa Escuela," a boarding
school for elementary school
children from Isolated mountain villages.
Continuing to focus on
Mexico's educational system,
tour visits are scheduled to a
bilingual school where
Tarasco and Spanish are used
for instruction and to Crefal,
the United Nations training
school for Latin American
teachers and reserachers in
adult education.
On Mar. 18 and 19 the
group will travel by bus to
Guanajuato where they will
tour points of interest.
Mar. 20 the group will
return to Brownsville .
~eglstration for the tour is
limited to 34 people. For additional information on registration for the tour, contact
Dr. Johnson, at PAU-B. Calls
can be made from the Edinburg campus simply by dialing
2181 and asking for Dr.
Johnson.

Low GPA no barrier

A high GPA is nice but Is
Just because you have low
grades don't let the GPA Syn- not necessarily what ii takes to
drome gobble you up and in- secure employment after
timidate you during job inter- graduation according to the
placement office.
coordinator but Pina was views.
"Grade point average 1s imCompanies that will hold innamed the new coordinator in
portant
but is not the deterin~lude
terviews
this
month
November after Camacho
became a career counselor/ H.E.B. Jan. 26 and 27 ano mining factor,•· said Sylvia
the McAllen Independent Camacho, career developer
career developer.
and career cou:-selor for the
School District Jan. 27
placement office.
She said during il\terviews
the student "needs to think
positive" and be readv to ask
The PAU swimming pool is ming trunks, women must questions.
now open to students for the
In order to have a sucwear bathing suits and if they
Spring semester, Rita Goncessful
interview the student
want to wear a shirt over the
zales, lifeguard said Tuesday.
should have good resum~
suit
II
must
be
plain
white
and
The pool hours are: Monbest
students can bring as many of prepNed which
day through Thursday 4 p.m.
describe the studentls abilities
as
they
their
immediate
family
to 7 p.m.; Friday closed all
want, but only one guest is and accomnplishments.
day: and Saturday and SunThe interviews should also
allowed.
day, 1 p.m. lo 4 p.m.
provide the interviewer the
If you need any further in- best references possible and
Two lifeguards are on duty
formation
students can call must make sure these referat these time and they expect
Dr. L. Jorgensen at the P .E. ences know you as well as you
the students to follow the pool
think they do.
department at 381-3507.
rules.
If you do fall prey to the
Some of these rules InGPA Syndrome, fear not' just
clude: men must wear swimrestore your self confidenc1<,

Opportunities offered to students
Positions in the cooperative
education program are open
for students with majors in accounting, computer information systems, communication,
pre-law and other fields.
To qualify for participation
in the program, students must
have acquired at least 30
hours and have a minimum
grade point average of 2.0.
Also, each student must be
enrolled at least six hours the
semesters before they take
their co-op assignment.

Defense Contract Audit Agency needs an accounting major
in Georgia.
Locally, certified public accounting firms McAllen are
looking for accounting majors.
The McAllen International
Museum wants an art, history
or education major to fill the
position of museum assistant
and two local radio station;
are looking for announcers,
news writers and music researchers. The McAllen Bone
and Joint Clinic needs a computer information systems major.

tee, which is made up of faculty, were out in the community
during the break between
semesters looking for jobs for
the progra"'l. While this is not
a new prqject, it was especially successful this time around
according to Terry Lomas, coop secretary
"If someone want a summer job, they need to contact
the office early," Pina said.
Many·timployers look for their
summers workers during

Janaury and February,
To enroll in the program,
students who meet the
Pina emphasized that these minimum requirements
are only a few of the positions should go to the co-op office
at University Center Room
Most ot the positions are available to co-op partici111.
pants.
"Last
semester,
we
had
local, Pina said, but there are
24
students
working,"
Pina
assignments in other areas as
Some may remember Syl•
said.
well. The General Services
via Camacho as the co-oo
Administration, for instance,
More local part-time co-op
wants an accounting major for positions are coming Into the
a position in Fort Worth. The cffice because of the efforts of
J.C. Penney Co. wants a the Job Development Project.
computer information systems Members of the cooperative
major in Dallas, and the education advisory commit-

Employers often also have
their own qualifications,
Enedelia Pina, coordinator of
the program, added.
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State beauty pageant interviews approaching

High jobless
rate continues

Applications are now avail- geant is directly franchised
able to interested young ladies with the Miss USA and Miss
across the state for the 1984 Universe Pageant System and
Miss Texas USA Pageant, to will celebrate its tenth year anbe held this summer In San niversary this summer. The
Antonio, as released by today state winner wins over
the state Pageant office in El $40,000 in cash and prizes in
Paso.
addition to the opportunity to
represent the Lone Star State
Open contestant interviews In the annual Miss USA Pawill be held at DIiiard's Depart- geant.
ment Store in Brownsville on
Feb. 24 at 7 p.m.
Sponsors of this year's
The Mlss Texas USA Pa- event included Clairol, Oil-

With unemployment still hitting double figures,
students should go by the student employment center
and see what jobs are available.
The Student Empl9yment Services Center ls under the
Department of Placement, Testing- and Cooperative
Education. Students can go by Room 107 of the University Center for more information.
Assistance In developing Interviewing techniques and
other employable skills is also available.
• Note--The jobs listed are updated daily and are subject to change without notice.

1
Waitress/Port lsabeVSalary-$7 an hour
Breakfast Cook/McAllen/Salary $3.35 an hour
Teacher's Aide/Weslaco/Salary $2.50 an hour
Instructor/Edinburg/Salary-open
Bookeeper/McAllen/Salary $3.35 an hour
Paint Sales/Harlingen/Salary $3.35 an hour
Advertising SpeciallsVEdinburg/Salary-open
Ambulance AttendanVEdinburg/Salary $3.35 an hour
Curb Attendant/Edinburg/Salary $3.35 an hour
Office Machine Service/Brownsville/Salary $4.25 an
hour

Full•Tlme
Bookeeper/Pharr/Salary $4 an hour
RecepttonisVSan Juan/Salary-$3.35 an hour
Hotel Desk Clerk/McAllen/Salary $3.35 an hour
Sales Representative/McAllen/Salary-open
Cook, School Cafeteria/Edinburg/Salary $3.35 an hou,
Dental AssistanVEdinburg/Salary-open
Nurse/Edinburg/Salary $10,787.00 a year
Faculty Member/Edinburg/Salary-open
Floral Design/McAllen/Salary $3.50 an hour
Editor City Paper.'Edinburg/Salary $250 weekly

lard's Department Stores,
Larry Mahan Cowboy Collec-

tion, Maybelline, Subaru and
Zale's.
Interested contestants must
be between the ages of 18 and
24, six month residents of
Texas and the area they are
currently residing in and of
good moral character. They
must be single, female, never
have been married, never had
a marriage annullE<d and

never have given birth to a
child. Qualifying contestants
may only enter one state
pageant per pageant year, according to a national Miss
USA Pageant ruling.
The pageant will be televised live throughout the state of
Texas.
Applications are available
by writing the Miss Texas USA
Pageant Office, 1301 Texas
Avenue, El Paso, Texas
79901.

1040FZ taxform applies to single students
It's that time of the year
again!
Yes, folks, its tax filing
season! This year in order to
simplify tax filing, the Internal
Revenue Service has designed form 1040EZ.
The return is 11 lines long
and was specifically designed
for taxpayers filing as singles
who have no dependents and
qualify for no extra exemptions because of bliqdness or
age (being over 65).
To use the 1040EZ you
must have taxable Income of
less than $50,000 that Is only
from wages and interest of
$400 or less. Also the interest
cannot be from an All-Savers
Certificate.

Qualifying tor the single filing status, you must be unmarried, or separated from
your spouse either by divorce
or separate maintenance decree on the last day of the tax
year, Dec. 31.
Form 1040A is also an uncomplicated return. To use
this form, your income must
be from wages, salaries, tips,
Interest, dividends or unemployment compensation.
If you received more than
$400 in Interest or received Interest from all-savers certificates, you must complete
page 2 of Form 1040A.
You may not be able to use
Form 1040A because of the
amount or kind of income

you receive, your filing
status, or because you file
forms or schedules or pay
other taxes that can be
reported only on Form 1040.
If you want to claim Itemized deductions, adjustments to
Income, or credits that you
cannot take on Form 1040A.
Credit and deductions that
can be taken on Form 1040A
are limited to the charitable
contributions deduction, credit for contributions to candidates for public office, the
the deduction for married
couples when both work and
earn income credit.
The charitable contributions
:!eduction for non-itemizers is
new and is the result of a pro-

vision in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of '81. On '82 tax
returns, non-itemizing taxpayers can deduct 25 percent
of the first $100 of charitable
dedsctlons from the gross income up lo a minimum deduction $25.
Finally there Is Form 1040.
On this form you can take
itemized deductions, adjustments to income and
credits that cannot be taken
on the other returns and that
will reduce your tax bill.
For information check the
step-by-step Instructions of
your tax package, or request
the free IRS Publication 910,
Taxpayers Guide to IRS Information and Assistance, by
writing the IRS.

Mexican faculty to discuss exchange program
Three faculty representatives from a university in
Monterrey will visit with faculty here tomorrow as part of an
exchange program between
the two universities.
The visit foUows an October
meeting at the Universldad
Autonoma de Nuevo Leon
between representatives from
both universities. The committee here Is made up of San
Juanita P. Reyes, Dr. Rodolfo
Rocha history; and Dr. Chad
Richardson, committee chairman, behaviorlal sciences.
At a reception at 11 a.m.
tomorrow In the third floor
faculty lounge of the Liberal
Arts Building, faculty and
students can meet the UANL
representatives, who are
Ricardo Villarreal, Julieta
Plsante and Heron Perez, the
chairman of that committee.
they wi.11 also meet with the
Forum for the Study of the
Americas at 2:30 p.m. at the
Regency Room of the Learnlng Resource Center.
The purpose of the visit will
be to discuss the joint projects
between the two Institutions
which are the result of an
agreement signed in the summer of 1981.
The agreement will allow
the two universities to plan
and implement research projects related to the socioeconomic, cultural, environmental and scientific
aspects of the United StatesMexico borderlands. The
agreement will also provide
for faculty and student exchanges and of course credits.
The agreement also will allow each institution to use the
other's bibliographic and

scientific resources. Also proJ
He explained that those
posed is the prospective dechildren are entitled to be
velopment of a joint master's
educated here If they live here
degree program on United
but that often, Mexican woStates-Mexico relations which men come to the United
might be intergrated into al- States to give birth here so that
ready existing programs at their children then are U.S.
citizens. Since they go back
both universities.
and live in Mexico, however,
Already there have been and are not Mexican citizens,
exchanges between the two they must pay for their educaInstitution's such as the con- tion there. And because they
ference at UANL last year at do not live here, they cannot
which Richardson and Rocha get a free education in U.S.
partlcipa ted.
schools either and often go
without education at all.
"There's tremendous opOther prospective research
portunity In this kind of agreetor:>ics include industries which
ment," Richardson said.
"One 01 the responsibilities
of a university called Pan
American University should
be to Pan Americanize its
students," he said.
Richardson said that the
joint research projects will be
related to subjects which affect
both countries. One such
topic involves the education of
Illegal alien children in this
country.

go into Mexico for cheaper
labor, and refugees that come
through Mexico into the
United States.
Richardson said they might
also study the problems Involved with crossing the
border for health care. He explained that the U.S. poor will
go into Mexico and the Mexican wealthy will come to the
United States for health care.
"We want to see what kind of
care they'll be getting," he
said.
With 90,000 full-time students, 60 percent of whom

VALLEY
COMPUTER
S Y S T E M S , ; :C,-,c:

~

are in graduate programs,
UANL is the fourth largest
university in Mexico. It is one
of the first universities in Mex-

lco to establish a graduate program in borderlands ~tudies,
but Is also noted for its medical
and law school~.

IK smoker on Sunday
An Intercollegiate Knight
Smoker is scheduled for Sunday at 7:30 p.m. In the Ball-

room. All men interested in
pledging In this service fraternity are welcome to attend.

Alone and Pregnant?
Need someone
to talk to?
CALL
Vicky
787-0033
Hidalgo County

Sister Irma
or Blanca
425-3422
Cameron County

Our Counseling Is free and confidential
A service of Catholic Charities

HOME,PERSONALAND
BUSINESS COMPUTERS
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS.

can•,mdac•
TWIN PALM PLAZA
1101 N. CAGEBLVO. SUITEA-1

PHARR. TEXAS 785n
EXPWY 83ATUS281
(512)78Hl560

LITl'LE TOTS NURSERY

See

No. I
204 E. Stubbe
383-8221

PLANNED

No. II
1313 s. 18th
383-1984

PARENTHOOD

HAS OPENINGS FOR CHILDREN

Before

AGES 1 YEAR OLD TO 5 YEARS OLD

CALL 687-7204
FROM 7:00 A.M. TO 3 P.M. FOR P.A.U.

Edinburg

383-5082

McAllen

686-6671

Mission

585-4575

Pharr

787-9431

Weslaco

968-5039

STUDENTS ONLY AT RATE OF $25.00
A WEEK. (NO REGISTRATION FEE)
1

(P.A.U. ID REQUIRED)

cl7$ssey
TRAVEL SERVICES

2101 North 10th

•

McAllen, Tx 78501

-
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,Folkloric schedules
revolution dance
The Folkloric Dancers will
feature a dance drama on the
Mexican Revolution during
their February performances,
according to Dr. Amilda
Thomas, director of a group.
Dances and costumes in
most of the February performances will be from the states
of Tamaulipas, Zacatecas,
Chlapas, Jalisco and
Mlchoacan, Thomas said.
The schedule Includes the
following:
A concert for public school
children and teachers only at
10 a. m. Feb. 3 in the Fine
Arts Auditorium. Admission
will be $1.50 and schools may
contact Dr. Thomasiat 3813501 for reservations.
Public concerts at 8: 15 p.m.
Feb. 4 and Feb. 5 in the Fine
Arts Audiiorium.
Guest performers will be
Jesus Bracho Zuniga, floreador (rope twirling artist) and
the Trio Los Zafiros, a vocl
and instrumentalist group.
Tickets for adults are $3 in
advance or $4 at the door.
Tickets for children are $2

The dancers will also present halftime show at the Pan
Am--St. Edwards basketball
game Feb. 26 in the Fieldhouse.
Choreographers and Instructors are Mary GarzaMunoz and Frank Alv·arezMunoz, former members of
the F~lkloric Dancers. They
have studied Mexican folkloric
dance with professors Rafael
Zamarripa of Guadalajara and
Tizoc Fuentes of Mexico City
and ballet and flamenco with
Mando Vargas of Mexico and
Gisela Noriega of the Rio
Grande Valley Ballet.
The dance group was organized in 1970 by Dr.
Thomas, professor of physical
education, as an extra-class
club. Since then, the group
has presented more than 350
performances featuring the
typical dances and costumes
of Mexico.
Since 1979, folkloric dance
has been offered as a credit
class in the department of
health, physical education
and recreation.

Folkloric Dancers--"Festlval Dances of Mexico" wlll be presented by the Folldortc Dancen In concert
at 8:15 p.m., Feb. 4 and 5, In the Fine Arts Auditorium. The program will feature dances and

costumes from Chlapu, Tamaullpas, Mlcboacan, Yucantan, Jallsco, and Zacatecaa and a dance
drama on the Mexican Revolution. The Director Is Dr. Amllda Thomas, and lutructor•
choreographers are Mary Garza-Munoz and Frank Alvarez-Munoz. Admlulon for adulta will be S3 If
purchased In advance from the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation or S4 at the
door. Tickets for children wlll be S2.

Valley economic conference to develop index
Students and faculty are invited to attend an economic
conference on Feb. 9 in the
Learning Resource Center
Media Theatre.
The conference will explore
the economic outlook for the
region and be the starting
point for the development of
the Lower Rio Grande Valley
economic index.
Visiting· speakers will Include the chairman of the
department of economic at
Texa A&M University, Dr.

outlook and the use ot state
economic indicators.

Dr. Charlea Maurice
Charles Maurice, who will
discuss the national economic
outlook and the use of national economic indicators.

Charle■

Frankie

Dr. Charles Frankie, chief
economist of First City Bancorporation of Dallas will talk
about the state's economic

Dr. Roberto Newell Garcia
will address the prospects for
the Mexican economy. Garcia
Is the academic director of
Mexico's lnstitutio de Banca y
Finanzas. The institute Is a
"think tank" used by Mexican
government and industry for
the study of economic problems.

Dr. Robert Krueger, former
Texas congressman and am•
bassador-at-large and envoy
to Mexico under former President Jimmy Carter wHI be the
keynote speaker at a noon
luncheon.
The Valley Economic Conference committee composed
of PAU faculty, will address
the development ot a valley
economic Index. Dr. Karl

Stein will talk about perceptions ,of economic reality, Dr.
Edward Vento on economic
modeling and Dr. Raymond
crews about forecasting techlques.
Faculty interested In taking
their classes should make
reservations In advance by
calling 381-3311. Students
can attend the luncheon by
calling 381-3312.

Biology dept. gets 'Sea Horse'
Aquatic reasearch studies in
the Biology Department will
be aided by a 16 foot shallowdraft boat and a water quality
analyzer.
The equipment was acquired with monies from the
National Science Foundation
and Pan American University.
Dr. Robert Edwards, who
requested the boat and the
analyzer as equipment needed for his research project on
fish community structures in
South Texas environments,
stressed that the boat will be
used strictly for research and
instructional purposes.

The Sea Horse holds seven and icthyology fields.
people and has a 90 horse"Acquiring a research
power Johnson outboard vessel has opened the door
engine. Other equipment in• for extensive acquatic
cludes a live well for fish, a research," said Michael
radio, and storage receptacles Wood, a graduate student stufor seines (nets). The boat is dying icthyology under Dr.
also equipped with the re- Edwards. "Much is yet to be
quired safety equipment.
learned about the aquatic
The Sea Horse, which is fauna in South Texas.
especially designed for
"Because the Valley is conshallow water navigation will
also be used by students in tinually growing in agriculture
aquatic biology classes such as and industry, this has a direct
marine ecology, lcthyology, impact on life in the Valley.
and marine zoology.
Fish community structure and
The Sea Horse will also be ecosystems need to be studied
used by graduate students before the environmental imworking in the marine biology pact becomes too great."

"The boat will not be used
fo1 any type of pleasure fishing or boating or any other
non-research or instructional
related uses", Edwards said.
"In fact, a boat of this nature is
far too uncomfortable for
serious consideration of
pleasure fishing.

JCPenney

Two othet professors in the
department, Dr. Terry Allison
and Dr. Sammie Sides, will
also be using the boat In their
research which deals with
marine polychaetes, molluscs
and algae.

Get 15 % Student Discount on any
regular priced services by presenting
your PAU Student I.D. Card.

The boat has been named
the Sea Horse in keeping with
both the Bronc and marine
motifs.

"The l.a•t Of The Old Tlme Saloone"
(Juat a atep

OJ! Campua - N. W. Comer of Unll>fflllty Drfue & Sugar Rd.)

POOL - r.-'\PPY HOUR· LIVE BAND - NO COVER· T.V. & Video Games
HOURS OF OPERATION: MON-TUES - 4 p.m. - 12 p.m.
WED - FRI - 4 p.m. 2 a.m.
HAPPY HOUR 4-7 p.m. SATURDAY . 12 noon - 2 p.m.
SUNDAY· 12:15 p.m. - 8 p.m.
STOP IN FOR A FROSTY MUG OF Beer

50e during Happy Hour or your favorite

Western Dancing Wed. • Sat. 9:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Dance To The Music Of The "Borderline Band'"
Thurs. Night is "Ladies Night" from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Styling Salon

We will be open on Super Bowl Sunday come watch the game .
special prices on milled drinks and beer plus free popcorn.

LA PLAZA MALL

ALL BEER & BAR DRINKS FREE

Guys & Gals

APPOINTMENTS RECOMMENDED

Mon-Sat
8am 8pm

682-0321
682-9431
Ex 252 / 251

FOR PAU late class students and? We have from 9-12 on Mon. & Tues.
50e draft beer and $3.00 Pitchers• Bring your PAU 1.0. to the Bar.
TGIF · on Frtdaye

For your convenience Wed. · Sat. we have a bouncer/ parking Lot Securlt _ All arklng is
paved and Is well lighted.
y
p
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Co-op places students
So far this semester 22 Physical Plant; Lora Martinez,
students have been placed in accounting, A.C:·-Jalmethe co-op program.
CPA, McAllen; Mirtala
They are Robert Davila, Ramos, physical education,
finance, Internal Revenue Canterbury School, Edinburg;
Service, Austin, Ricardo De Sylvia Saenz, elementary
Luna, criminal justice, United education, Agape Christian
States Department of Agricul- School, Mission; and Alma
ture-Office of Inspector Vega, accounting, Jessie
General, Temple; Curtis Trevino Insurance, McAllen.
Jenkins, computer informaThose who worked full time
tion systems, Randolph Air during the fall semester were
Force Base, San Antonio; Antonio Martinez, computer
Amelia Longoria, social work, information systems, IBM
Social Security Administra- Corporation In Houston; Jose
tion, Harlingen; and Mario Luis Rangel, accounting, NaMartinez, accounting, Internal tional Bank Examiners In San
Revenue Service, Oklahoma Antonio; Enrique Reynoso,
City.
accounting, Federal Reserve
Also Roman Reyes, cri- Bank in Dallas; Eddie
minal justice, USDA-Office of Rodriguez social work the
Inspector General, Temple; Social Security AdministraMark Rogers, physics, NASA, tion, McAllen, Norma J.
Houston; Jose L. Sahagun, Romeros, social work, Social
criminal justice, U.S. Security Administration, Harlingen and Gisela Salinas,
Customs, Laredo.
Also Pedro Cedillo, ac- finance with Jefferson Savings
counting Arturo Flores-CPA, and Loan in McAllen.
Edinburg; Edna Cortez, office
Those working parallel partadministration, McAllen time last semester were Jose
Foreign Trade Zone, Frank Barcenas, accounting, PAUEspinoza, accounting, A.C. Comptroller's office; Rebecca
Jaime -CPA, Edinburg; Benavidez, finance, McAllen
Adrian Garza, management, State Bank; Sergio Cardenas,
PAU-Comptroller's, Edin- finance, PAU Comptrollers
burg; Linda F. Garza, physical office; ad Edna Cortez, office
education, St. Joseph's administration, McAllen
School, Edinburg; and Ella Foreign Trade Zone.
Others with the CompHarris, marketing, PAUtroller's office are David
Comptroller's Edinburg.
Also Douglas Jenkins, Ferguson, accounting; Juan
finance,
International A. Flores, accounting; Adran
Builder's Mart, McAllen; Mark Garza, management; and Ella
Magee, finance, McAllen Harris, Marketing.
Also Linda F. Garza,
State Bank; Alberto Martinez,
computer
information physical education with St.
systems, PAU-Comptroller's, Joseph's School in Edinburg.
Other parallel part-timers
Edinburg; and Gabriel Martinez, management, PAU- were Fameliza R. Landez,
P.lementary education, Agape

Awarded Scholarships-Seven graduates of the High School Equlvalency Program were awarded
acholarshlpa from local banb to anlst them with the cost of their first semester of college work.
They are, left to right, Martin Guevara of PhaJT, scholarship from the first National BM'lk of Edinburg;
Alma Aguliar of Minion, First National Bank of Minion; Francella Guena, Wealaco, Flrat National
Bank of Wealaco; Derly Guajardo, director of HEP; Maater Sgt. Roy P. Benavidez (U.S. Army,
Retired), Medal of Honor winner, speaker at recent HEP graduation ceremonies; Martina Ramos of
Edinburg, National Bank of Commerce, Edinburg; NelUe Pena of MIHlon, McAllen State Bank; Marta
Enriquez, Edinburg, HEP Alumni Scholarship; and Susan Arce, Edcouch, First State Bank of Edinburg.
Christian School, Mission;
Mark Magee, finance, McAllen State Bank; Gabriel
Martinez, management, PAUPhyslcal Plant; and Lora Martinez, accounting, A.C.
Jaime-CPA in McAllen.
Also Kim Owen, marketing,
IBM Corporation, Harlingen;
Diana Palacios, elementary
education, Agape Christian
School, Mission, Mirta la
Ramos, physical education,
Canterbury School, Edinburg;
Israel Rodriguez, accounting
A.C. Jaime-CPA, McAllen,
and Jorge Sanchez, accounting, South Texas Parts and
Equipment, Pharr.

Fall student teachingforms ready
Applications are now being
accepted for Fall 1983 student
teaching. Application forms
may be picked up in the Education Building, Room 116.
Deadline for receiving applications is March 4.

addition, each prospective
student teacher must have
completed._ the following requirements:

With the application, the
applicant must have an up-todate unofficial transcript and a
copy of their degree plan. In

2. Al least three-fourths of
the semester hours required
for the major with a minimum
G.P.A. of 2.25.

1. At least 90 semester
hours of college work completed.

3. At least one-half of the

semester hours required for
the minor with a minimum
G.P.A. 2.25.
4. All general education
courses completed.
5. English 1301 and 1302
completed with at least a "C"
in each course.
6. Additional requirements
as specified by the department
of your major field.

Largest class to date

HEP graduates 130 students
A hundred and thirty students from PAU's High
School Equivalency Program
were awarded GED diplomas
at a graduation ceremony
Dec. 15--the largest number
graduating in the program's
history.
The HEP program, now approaching its twelfth year at
Pan Am, Is graduating more
students because the program
is becoming better known,
said Derly Guajardo, HEP
director.
"We have had a very good
year," Guajardo said," and
we anticpiate the same--or
more--students at the end of
this year."
A hundred and twenty
students received GED
diplomas through the HEP
program last year.
The graduation ceremony,
held in the Fine Arts auditorium, attracted an_ ~udience

of about 1,200 people, Guajardo said.
Presenting the dipomas
were Dean of Students Judy
Vlson and Medal of Honor
recipient Sgt. Roy Benevides.
The graduates Include: Alma Della
Aguilar. Mission; Aurelio Alaniz. Edinburg
Annando Alejandro. Edinburg. Susan V
Alu, Edcooch: Ana Marla Arellano, Edinburg. Thelma S,,rrora, Romo, Andres
Bermea, Jr , Donna, Juan Mat11n Bernal.
McAllen: Sylvia Betancur, Edinburg,

Guadalupe

Bravo,

Pharr;

Leonardo

Camero, EdinbuTg

Also; Dina Anna Caf\,(lles. Pharr~ Ism.,_~
Cantu, Donna. Morla de Jesus Ca,ttllo.
McAllen: Mana Marivel C.vo,0<. Waslaco,
Miguel Cerda, Pharr, Robeno Cerda, Phart;
San Juamta Cerd,,, Phan; Ovidlo Chavez.
PholT, Pohi<lo Cordova, Phon-. Martha E.
Cruz. Donna; Ak!,andrla Davila. HargllL
EIJas Gerardo Davila. Ho,gtU, Norma Davila.
Harglll.
Also: Oscar OavJa, Harglll. ferm,ndo de la
R°'". Pharr. Marcela de la Roso. M&lon.
Guadalupe de Leon, McAllen. Marla
Socorro de Leon, Edinburg; Ruben de Leon.

Weslaco; Dolore, Delgado. San Juon,
PatrlCU> Delgado. Mc:Allen, Manha M"fi"nla
Enriquez. Edinburg. Martine Rebecca Enr1
quez. Edinburg, Antonio Espet1cUeta, Edinburg; Yolonda Espericueta, Edinburg,
Norcedalla Figueroo. Rio Grandt City;
Adnano Flores. Sullivan City; Reynaldo
Flores. M1mon: Sandra Flores, Sullivan C,ty

Lebda Hernande,, La Villa: Marla A Hernande,, McAllen; Ruben Hernandez. Edinburg. Orlando Herrero, Edinburg, O...nlel
Hidalgo. Edinburg; Mafia Isabel Hinojosa.
Rom,,: Ronnie Hool<s. Alamo; Mono de
Lourd., Ibarra, Pha111 Moria Madalena
~ulrre. Weslaco; Raul t.ul, Alamo; Rlcar
do Longtnos, Harllngen;,, Eduardo Luna,
Edinburg; Leticia Luna. Edl"burg
Al"° Esmeralda Mancha. &n Juan; Juan
Jo,e Martinez, Edinburg; Ludy Mano Mortine:a:, Pharr, M}gue-t Me.nina, Donna. Moron
Moscorro, Else. Jose B Ma<A. Progr-,;
Martin Mollna, Alamo, Noella Monte,, Edin•
burg. Eleouu Moreno, Jr.• Edinburg, Jesu,
Mor~no, Jr., McAllen; Evang«hna Cruz
Monn, Pharr; MelJda Jo,eOna Moya, Edcouch, Guadalupe Navorro, Hatllng·e n;
Marla Eleno OIJvarez. Edinburg, Ad,, Virginia
Pena, Goliad. TX. Nellie Pena. Mlu~n
Also; Jose M Perez, San,Juan~ Robert

Lee Perez., Phal'T; Norma Irene Ramirez,
Edinburg, Manino ErnesHna Ramoo. Edin•
burg; AdoKo Rangel, Edinburg, Bertha Rico,
Eltgle Poss. TX Marcela Rios. McAllen.
Ruben R~. Mercedes; AJex Rivera . Edinburg; Godelva C . Rivero. Edinburg; llea!T1ce
Rodriguez, Merude,. Bertha Rodriguez,
Men:edes; Cella Rodriguez. Edinburg, Fran•
ci>co Jo111er Rodriguez. Walaco, L•onel
Rodr.guez. Mercedes; Evellnda Romero,

Else
Also Gnsekla Ruit. Rom,,, Genoveva
Salgbdo. Rio Grand• City, Auroro S.lino,.
Edinburg, Jose AurelioSa,na>, M'5>K>n. Lin
da Salinos. McAllen: Raul Salinas. McAllen;
Sy!1110 Salinas. Edmbu,g, N0<0 San M,guel,
Edinburg. Luis Angel S.ncha. Mercedu.
Jose ArtemiO Sloss. Jr . Alamo, Diana
Susln1ta, Donna, Marcelino T11mna, Jr ,

Phan; Fr~nd5(o Tone.s, Edinburg: Antonio
Tre1<>. Edinburg. Albert Trevino. Edinburg;

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Al"° Aliclo Gorda. Roma, Anna Della
Garcia, Alamo. Juan Pablo Garcia. San
Juan, Natal.a Garcia. Edinburg, Bertha A.llc,o
Garia. Donna. Doniel Garza. Jr • Edinburg;
David Garza. Jr , We.laco; Margo~ro Gana
Weslaco; Marlo Elsa Garza. Rio Grand• City•
Susona Gano. Donna, Elw,bet~ Gomez.
Pharr, Daniel Gonulei. Jr., MISSIOn. Jow
LuiS Gon,a/ez. Edinburg; Juan Gllberto Gon•
zalez. Edinbu,g
Al10: Ma.,,. Ch....,1na Gonulez, Edinburg,
Mart,n Gu~vara, Pharr Carmen Mana Her•

n.andt-1. Li«l V,Ua. H,mry Hernandez, AIAmo,

Mana Magdalc:M Trevmo. Harhngen

AJ,o Te,..., Trevino. Ed,nburg; Guillermo
lhesti, Edinburg, Ninon Vargas. MMion.
Noel Vargas. Elsa, Abelardo Vasquez. Jr •
Else. Carol Ann V•"<luez. w.,la,o; MaN C
Vasquiu, M,ssion; Jo.e Ramiro Vrua, MlS ...

1ion. Rom110 Villanoal. Jr. Alamo, Miguel
Angel Zamarron, Edinburg; Eh1abe1h
Zumga. Weslaco. George Zuniga. Jr . Pharr.

Martin Zun.ga. Donna. Ramona Zun,sa.
Raymondville

JANUARY SPECIAL
Big TACO Plate
3 Crispy, Corn Tacos,
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans

$1.98

612 N. MAIN • MCALLEN, TEXAS

(across the street from the llbrarv>
TELEPHONE: 686-2156

For faster service
call in order

383-0725

'

-===;=;I
I
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Across from Pan Am.
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
2 locations/ McAllen, Mission
{/ I place It closer to my brain wlll l leam more?--Freahman, Homer ios, uses
Harlingen & Brownsville
his book as a shield against the sun while he takes a cat nap. (Photo by Delcla Lopez) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
·~•..

SAVE TIME!
have a professional do It!
Resumes

Reports
compositions

Term Papers

Theses, Etc.

TYPING

Reasonable Prices!

THE IIATIOIW.
ASSOCIATION
Of
SECllfTARW. SEIMCfS

-
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Athletic staff backs NCAA ruling
the NCAA said, "Since yesterday I have talked to six or
seven leaders of predominately black institutes and none of
them has said anything to
me."
Many coaches are against
the rule, because their starting
team mainly consists of black
players. They also feel that the
new rule Is discriminatory. But
as Joe Paterno, Penn State's
head coach, said. "I hope I
don't lose your friendship (of
others on the NCAA board)
but several black educators
have gotten up here and kind
of sold their young people
down the river. You sold
them short."
Others claimed that Paterno
couldn't compare his athletes
to other universities, because
he got the "cream of the
crop." Even though this may
be true his statement was concrete. Of his team, 95 per cent
receive degrees, which is
higher than the national
average and rule No. 48,will
challenge high schools to produce academically Inclined

By Karen Russell
Athletes at schools in the
National Collegiate Athletics
Conference (NCAA) will have
to hit the books harder following new rules passed by
the association to upgrade the
system this month.
Rule No. 48 that was passed stated that any athletes
scoring less than 15 on the
ACT would not be allowed to
play in NCAA athletics. The
athletes must also have completed a core curriculum of
math, English, social and
physical sciences and have a
minimum score of 700 on the
SAT.
Black educators were
against the rule, because they
feel most standardized tests
discriminate against minority
groups. According to the Los
Angeles Times, the opposition
was high enough that black
educators threatened to take
their schools out of the
NCAA. However, Walter
Buyers, executive director of

Sports Calendar
Men's Basketball:
Jan. 29 - Broncs vs. Texas Lutheran
Time: 7:35 p .m.

individual, not only his-or her
to jump, throw or
catch," said Dr. Ron Applbaum, PAU's faculty repreability

sentative to the NCAA
"We are behind the acad(!mlc rule because, In princi-

ple, It is a good rule and It will
provide for a better program,"
said Coach Lon Kruger,
PAU's athletic director and
head basketball coach.
"It will not hurt our recruiting for the future at all,"

Kruger added.
Another rule passed was
one on NCAA universities in
Division I maintaining a certain amount of sports on their

Dr. Ron Applbaum Faculty curriculum. The old rule
Repraentatlve to NCAA
stated that each school would
athletes so that all universities
can approach this average.
PAU feels that the NCAA's
new restrictions are for the
better and they have full support of PAU officials.
"We have to show our community our society, that
universities are concerned
with the total education of an

Golf team
presented
award

have to have eight sports for
Division I ranking, now It has
been revised so that only 6
varsity sports have to be maintained.
"As far as PAU keeping all
eight sports we'll be playing
that by ear." said Coach
Kruger, "We are financially
able and hope to keep them

all."
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The Bluebonnet bowl In =
Houston has given a $500
check to PAU for golf scholarships, Coach Oton Guerrero ~
Jr. of the golf team said Tues5
day.

I=

Marksmen· attend
first tourney
The rifle team takes on the
University of Texas-El Paso in
its firs1 rifle match, the Small
Bore Rifle Tournament.

team or a women's team, but
they shoot together. The placings are first, second and third
individual and first, second,
and third team.

Anna Luna, McAllen; Hidalgo Rodriquez, Edinburg;
Irene Martinez, McAllen; Max
Flores, Pharr: Rolando Alonzo. Edinburg and Santos
Maldonado, Edinburg: are the
six marksmen chosen for the
match, but only five will attend. (Those five have not
been designated yet.)

Other universities attending
are - University of Alaska,
University of Texas at Arlington, University of Arizona,
Arizona State, Eastern New
Mexico. New Mexico Military
Institute, West Texas State,
University of Texas at Austin,
Texas A&M, and UTEP.

The team is not separated
into divisions. such as a men's
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PAU's golf team competed
in the Bluebonnet Bowl Golf
Invitational in December. The
golf tournament for collegians
is associated with the Bluebonnet Bowl football game.
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WE ARE PROUD
TO ANNOUNCE THE
OPENING OF OUR
EDINBURG CENTER
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The match will take place
Jan 28-30. Other matches
later this semester are - UT at
Austin in March, St. Mary's in
April, and two matches at
Texas A&l A match will be
held on March 18-19 at Texas
Christian University, which
will be a certification match to
see if any of the team will
qualify to shoot at Nationals.
Nationals will be held at
Xavier University in Cincinati,
Ohio.

The rifle team is an NCAA
team and the members fall
under all NCAA rules. During
the tournament, each marksman will shoot a total of 60
shots - 20 from the prone
position, 20 from the standing
position and 20 from the
kneeling position. The guns
used are the long bore 22.

•...,.

John Plumbley, vice president of the Bluebonnet Bowl,
selected PAU as one of the
three universities each to
receive $500 for golf scholarships this year.

Ry like an eagle--Alan Martin, No. 50, flln to the
board• for a rebound agalnet St. Mary'•· The
Bronc• loet 60-66. (Photo by Delcla Lopez)
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St. Mary's squeezes
by Broncs
The Broncs played a hustling game Monday night, but it
wasn't enough to pull a win
out of the hat.

the game near the end of the
first half imd during the second. The enthusiasm of the
crowd seemed to liven up the
team and hustle was the
result.

The final score was 60-66.
The Broncs play again this
The team as a who!e workSaturday night against Texas ed well together and kept the
Lutheran College and the first score within two points of their
opponents throughout the
game.
500 students 18 and under,
who attend the game will
Raymond Burkett, who was
receive a free T-shirt from put In the second half, put the
fire on and gained points for
Mazzio's Pizza.
the Broncs, Burkett was also
valuable under the boards for
Monday the crowd got into rebounds and on the defense.

What! That call was wrong--Talklng about the crowd
getting Into the game, this towel boy had enough
enthusiasm for the whole crowd. He was deftnltely
a Bronc fan and was feeling the Bronc excitement.
Maybe we should take a lesson from him.

Sooner Or LaterYou'll Get
Responsibility Like This.
In The Navy It's Sooner.
Oh, oh, I've got lt--Raymond Burkett stretches for
the ball as he goe8 up for the rebound. Burkett was
very valuable under the board In Monday night's
_game. (Photo by Deida Lopez)

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"
Chicken Pistes • Fish P l a t e
- s~
Shrimp • French Fries •
,c::::,

Onion Rings

,o
C)

I

for your conw,nlence

e=>

C)
C)

call orders to QO 383-9093
319 East Cano EdlnburtJ.

,o
C)

••H••·••H••••H••
...··~••H•
wm, the purchase of hamburger
&
fries you w/11 rece/w, • free
burrito with coupon.

,OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 2, 1983
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"SOCIETY AFFAIRS"

tCollege/l:nivers,ty•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Age_ _ +Year in College_ _t G P . ~

"BUTTERFLIES"

•Major/Minor·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_NO ONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTED-
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You're maneuvering
ment experience that
445 feet of guided
could take years in
missile frigate through
private industry. And
the navigational
,,~_,..-,
they earn the decisionhazards and non-stop
making authority it
traffic .of one of the
takes to make that
world's busiest ports.
responsibility pay off.
But you'll dock
As their manage_ __._.....,....,.____
..i...:IL:..~:...J ment abilities grow,
safely. Because you
know your equipment.
Navy officers can take
You know your men. And even when the
advantage of advanced education and
responsibility weighs in at 3,600 tons...
training in fields as varied as operations
you're ready.
management, electronics, and systems
After 4 years of college, you're
analysis. In graduate school it would cost
ready for more responsibility than most
you thousands; in the Navy we pay you.
And the Navy pays well. The startcivilian jobs offer. Navy officers get the
kind of job and responsibility they want,
ing salary is $17,000 (more than most
and they get it sooner.
companies pay). And that's on top of a
Navy officers are part of the managecomprehensive benefits program that
ment team after 16 weeks. Instead of boot
can include special duty pay. After four
7 years, with regular
camp, officer candidates
NA \'Y OPPORTUNITY
1 367
promotions and pay inreceive four months
.
. .
I P.O.
INFORMATION CENTER
I creases,
thesalary 1s
.
of Iead ersh 1p
trammg.
Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
up
•
It's professional school- I
I
to as much as $31,000.
. g desi·gned to sharpen me
CJ Y-d rather have responsibility sooner. Tell
m
I If you quali'fy to
I more about the Navy·s officer program.
their technical and
1001
be an officer in the
management skills.
I Name r,.., 11'1,•.-e Pnnll Lut I Navy, chances are you
Then, in their first I Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ap, " - - I have what it takes to
City
succeed. The Navy just
assignment, Navy
officers get manageState·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ z,
I makes it happen faster .

-NO ONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTED-~ it
SI 00 OFF SINGLE TICKET WiCOUP01' OR PAU ID
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Navy Officers

Get Responsibility Fast.
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50 fellowships await minority students
The CIC Minorities fellowships Program will award
more than 50 four-year fellowships in 1983 to minority
students seeking doctorates in
a wide variety of fields in the
social sciences, humanities,
and the sciences and engineering.
The fellowships provide full
tuition and an annual stipend
of at least $5,500 for each of
the four years. Sponsored by
the Committee on Institutional
Cooperation (CIC), the consortium of the Big Ten universities and the University of
Chicago, the fellowsl]ips may
be used at any one of the 11
CIC universities to which red-

pients have been admitted.
Students from underrepresented minority groups who
intend to pursue studies
leading to a Ph.D. in the social
sciences, humanities, and science fields covered by the
program are eligible to apply.
A total of 25 fellowships are
available in the social sciences
with about a dozen each
awarded in the humanities
and the sciences programs.
The deadline for applications for fall, 1983 is January
15, but students are urged to
apply as early as possible in
the fall. A unique one-step application procedure combines
on a single form application

both for the fellowship and for
admission to any of tlie CIC
Universities.
In operation since 1978,
the CIC Minorities Fellowships
Program has now become the
largest privately-funded comprehensive minorities fellowship program in the nation. To date almost 200
students from all sections of
the country have received
fellowships to begin their
graduate studies at the various
CIC universities. Major funding for the program has been
provided by the Lilly Endowment, Inc., The Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation, and the
John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation.

Detailed Information about
the program can be obtained
by writing to the CIC
Minorities Fellowships Program, 111 Kirkwood Hall, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405. Prospective
applicants from outside In-

di1ma may also call toll-free at
800-475-4420 to obtain lnformatlbn and application forms.
The universities at which
the fellowships may be used
are tne University of Chicago,
the University of Illinois, Indiana University, the Universl-

ty of Iowa, the University of
Michigari, Michigan State
University, the University of
Minnesota, Northwestern
University, the Ohio State
University, Purdue University
and the University of Wisconsin.

History fair scheduledfor March 10
Junior and senior high
school students in the Valley
a.re being Invited to take part
in the Rio Grande Valley
History Fair here on March
10.
Dr. Roberto M. Salmon,
coordinator of the National
History Dav obse.rvance, said

individuals or groups of
students will research
historical tc,plcs and then enter
historical papers, exhibits,
performances, or media
presentations about their
topics Into competitions at
their own schools.
The second round of con-

tests wlll be held at the History
Fair, March 10, from 1 to 5
p.m., In the Liberal Arts
building.
The stale contest wlll be
held May 6 and 7 in Austin,
and top winners are eligible to
participate with winners from
38 other states

Capture The Flavor Of La Plaza Mall
Friday, January 28
Saturday, January 29
Take two days, seasoned and spiced
just right, add a Running Waiter's
Race, a Hot Dog Eating contest, plus
Heather Thomas and Mariachi del
Valle, and you have a recipe for fun.
Join us for this tasty weekend and
you'll fall in love with La Plaza.

KBFM Hot Dog Eating Contest
Saturday, January 29 at 1 p.m.
Great Waiter's Race
(co-sponsored with Dr. Pepper)
Saturday, January 29 at 4 p.m.
Super Shopper Relay Race
Saturday, January 29 at 4 p .m.
(Sign up at La Plaza Mall Restaurants}
Jodie of ABC's "The Fall Guy"
Heather Thomas
Signing Autographs on Saturday
January 29 11:00-12:00, 2:30-3:30 ._
Luca Pizza & China Inn
Also join Heather in the Super Shopper Relay Race

Shopping M.all

